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Abstract
This dissertation presents a novel electrostatic micro-tweezers designed to manipulate par-
ticles with diameters in the range of 5–14 µm. The tweezers consist of two grip-arms
mounted to an electrostatically actuated initially curved micro-beam. The tweezers offer
further control, via electrostatic actuation, to increase the pressure on larger objects and
to grasp smaller objects.
It can be operated in two modes. The first is a traditional quasi-static mode where DC
voltage commands the tweezers along a trajectory to approach, hold and release micro-
objects. It exploits nonlinear phenomena in electrostatic curved beams, namely snap-
through, snap-back and static pull-in and the bifurcations underlying them. The second
mode uses a harmonic voltage signal to release, probe and/or interact with the objects
held by the tweezers in order to perform function such as cells lysis and characterization.
It exploits additional electrostatic MEMS phenomena including dynamic pull-in as well as
the orbits and attractors realized under harmonic excitation.
Euler-Bernoulli beam theory is utilized to derive the tweezers governing equation of
motion taking into account the arm rotary inertia, the electrostatic fringing field and the
nonlinear squeeze-film damping. A reduced-order model (ROM) is developed utilizing two,
three and five straight beam mode shapes in a Galerkin expansion. The adequacy of the
ROM in representing the tweezers response was investigated by comparing its static and
modal response to that of a 2D finite element model (FEM).
Simulation results show small differences between the ROM and the FEM static models
in the vicinity of snap-through and negligible differences elsewhere. The results also show
the ability of the tweezers to manipulate micro-particles and to smoothly compress and
hold objects over a voltage range extending from the snap-back voltage (89.01 V) to the
pull-in voltage (136.44 V).
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Characterization of the curved micro-beam show the feasibility of using it as a plat-
form for the tweezers. Evidence of the static snap-through, primary resonance and the
superharmonic resonances of orders two and three are observed. The results also show the
co-existence of three stable orbits around one stable equilibrium under excitation wave-
forms with a voltage less than the snap-back voltage.
Three branches of orbits are identified as a one branch of small orbits within a narrow
potential well and two branches of medium-sized and large orbits within a wider potential
well. The transition between those branches results in a characteristic of double-peak
frequency-response curve. We also report evidence of a bubble structure along the medium-
sized branch consisting of a cascade of period-doubling bifurcations and a cascade of reverse
period-doubling bifurcations.
Experimental evidence of a chaotic attractor developing within this structure is re-
ported. Odd-periodic windows also appear within the attractor including period-three
(P-3), period-five (P-5) and period-six (P-6) windows. The chaotic attractor terminates in
a cascade of reverse period-doubling bifurcations as it approaches a P-1 orbit.
vii
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Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems MEMS technology is used to create small machines that
combine mechanical and electrical components. MEMS fabrication is based on integrated
circuit semiconductor fabrication processes, such as bulk micro-machining, surface micro-
machining and lithography processes [1]. Many commercial processes are available to
fabricate MEMS devices such as PolyMUMPs [2], SOIMUMPs [3] and UW-MEMS [4].
MEMS have the ability to serve either as sensors, to detect physical quantities such as
humidity or temperature, and as actuators, to actuate mechanical structures or to manip-
ulate physical quantities such as micro-particles [5,6]. Furthermore, they are crucial to the
revolution of consumer and industrial technologies due to their advantageous reductions of
small size and low cost of production.
MEMS are also able to provide significant improvements in terms of overall perfor-
mance and sensitivity compared to large devices. Due to the diversity of their application
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fields, they are prominent in a variety of industries such as MEMS imaging devices, RF
communications [7,8], display systems [9] and cells manipulation [10] as shown in Fig. 1.1.
(a) RF MEMS Switch [11] (b) MEMS Micromirrors [12]
(c) MEMS AFM [13] (d) MEMS Gripper [14]
Figure 1.1: Examples of MEMS devices.
In fact, there are different methods to excite MEMS devices. These include electrother-
mal, electromagnetic, piezoelectric and electrostatic [15]. Among these methods, electro-
static actuation has been developed and utilized in a wide variety of applications due to
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its many inherent advantages [16].
For example, it offers a good coupling between different energy domains in the micro-
scale, requires small current compare to other actuation methods, reduces the overall power
consumption, produces a controllable distance and requires a simple fabrication process.
The output force of electrostatic actuation is relatively small compare to other actuation
methods, but it results in a simple design that involves only two electrodes one of which
cannot move, stationary electrode, and another able to move corresponding to the actuation
voltage.
Two major configurations of electrostatically actuated micro-structures have been re-
ported, parallel plate capacitor and interdigitated comb-fingers [17]. The electrostatic
actuation comes in two forms, attractive force where the two electrodes are carrying op-
posite charge and repulsive force where the two electrodes are carrying the same charge.
However, these actuation methods result in a highly nonlinear phenomena called ‘pull-in’
instability which limits the travel ranges of MEMS devices [18].
Many recent applications require electrostatic micro actuator that combines a large
stroke and a low actuation voltage. The counter proportional relationship between the
electrostatic force and the square of the capacitive gap and, therefore, the stroke precludes
the option of increasing the gap size. Many studies have concentrated on design, modeling
and characterization of electrostatic MEMS actuators to improve their performance by
increasing the displacement limit at pull-in and decreasing the actuation voltage, respec-
tively.
Literature has examined different methods to obtain large static displacements from
electrostatic actuators as well as methods to generate large orbit oscillations. For example,
dimples have been combined with other techniques to extend the travel range of electro-
static actuators [19,20]. Several techniques have been also proposed to increase the travel
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range, including mechanical magnification [21], repulsive electrostatic actuation [22] and
closed-loop control [23–25].
However, these methods require either complicated fabrication processes or complicated
actuation and sensing circuits. A passive and simple to implement method to extend
the travel range would add value to electrostatic actuation. Examples of additional large
stroke actuators include the Digital Light Processor (DLP), MEMS switches, and probes of
atomic force microscopes. On the other hand, scanning micromirrors represent oscillatory
actuators.
1.2 Research Motivation
A present need exists for the development of Micro-Device-Assembly (MDA) systems.
The complexity of micro-particle geometries, their internal micro-structures and varying
material properties have led many researchers to developed MEMS devices to precisely
locate and manipulate objects such as DNA strands and white and red blood cells. These
devices provide a bridge between the macro systems and a tiny world that is only visible
under microscopes and with advanced tools.
Automatically handling and manipulating those particles requires consideration of de-
vice compatibility, controllability, size, integration with electronics, high resolution, low
power consumption and design configuration. In fact, micro-tweezers are the typical end
effectors deployed to handle these particles.
The actuation mechanism for micro-tweezers falls into the following categories: elec-
tromagnetic, piezoelectric, electrothermal, shape memory alloys (SMAs), optical and elec-
trostatic. Electromagnetic micro-tweezers are larger in size and output force but harder to
fabricate [26]. Piezoelectric tweezers have a smaller stroke which restricts their use [27].
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By exploiting the macroscopic of phase deformation caused a crystal structure trans-
formation, SMA actuators have been used to actuate micro-tweezers [28]. Electrothermal
tweezers are often preferred due to their simplicity of their fabrication. However, they are
limited to applications where heat dissipation from the actuator does not damage sensitive
targets such as biological cells [29].
Alternatively, electrostatic actuation has been introduced for MEMS tweezers due to
many inherent advantages compared to the other actuation techniques. They have been
designed with a wide variety of grip mechanisms but only two actuation schemes have been
reported: parallel-plate and interdigitated comb-fingers.
The interdigitated comb-fingers come in two configurations: linear and rotary. These
types of micro-tweezers are large in size and required complex fabrication processes. On the
other hand, only two parallel-plate actuation schemes have been reported to date and we
are introduced a third scheme in this dissertation called ‘electrostatic arch micro-tweezers’.
It does not required a closed feed-back control and it is much smaller than the existing
micro-tweezers in the field.
This design overcomes the drawbacks of existing micro-tweezers, which are a large
footprint and a complex fabrication by using the snap-through motion in addition to a
simple fabrication process. This will be used as a grip mechanism to grasp and manipulate
micro-particles both statically and dynamically.
1.3 Research Objectives
Although the parallel-plate actuators have been implemented in order to build smaller
micro-tweezers, there is still a need for further investigations to assess their applicability
for such a job. The tweezers' size, grip range and actuation voltage are the most challenging
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parameters during the designing phase. In this dissertation, we provide a comprehensive
details about the feasibility of using a bistable micro-structure as a platform for the micro-
tweezers arms in addition to investigate the static and dynamic modes of the tweezers. In
summary, the research objectives are outlined as follow:
• Explain the snap-through behavior in bistable structures.
• Identify the system's parameters that guarantee the existence of snap-through.
• Develop analytical and numerical models for the electrostatic arch micro-tweezers.
• Use the developed models to assess the performance of the platform.
• Investigate the feasibility of building a micro-tweezers on a bistable structure.
• Design and fabricate the micro-tweezers.
• Compare the tweezers' performance to the existing devices in terms of size, grip range
and actuation voltage.
• Propose a second generation that has the ability to measure the grip force acting on
the objects.
1.4 Organization of the Dissertation
This dissertation is divided into seven chapters. Chapter 1 gives a brief introduction
about MEMS, motivation and objectives of the dissertation. The major contributions of
this dissertation are included in Chapters 2 to 7 as explained below:
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• Chapter 2 reviews the literature on the micro-tweezers fundamentals, their principle
of operations, design criteria and actuation methods.
• Chapter 3 presents the implementation of the proposed tweezers' configurations,
dimensions, grip and force sensing mechanisms. It also covers the fabrication process
and the material properties of the tweezers.
• Chapter 4 introduces an analytical model of the tweezers based on Euler-Bernoulli
beam theory and develops a Reduced-Order model (ROM) for it. The model accounts
for the arms inertia, the electrostatic fringing field and the nonlinear squeeze-film
damping. Furthermore, a finite element model is built to provide more details about
the tweezers' operational range and design space.
• Chapter 5 presents analytical and experimental investigations for the static and
dynamic motions of electrostatically actuated initially curved micro-beams.
• Chapter 6 addresses the performance of the proposed tweezers and provides a gen-
eral operational map for it. It also investigates the adequacy of standard Reduced-
Order model (ROM) based on straight beam mode shapes as basis functions in rep-
resenting the tweezers response.
• Chapter 7 summarizes the contributions and limitations of this work and suggests




This chapter reviews of the fundamental concepts required to better understand the work
proposed in this dissertation in two parts. The first part focuses on the relevant works
and the fundamental features of the initially curved micro-beams and their applications
in MEMS. Their modeling techniques, fabrication processes and the limitations of these
structures are also summarized. The second part reviews the recent developments in the
MEMS micro-tweezers with a detailed comparison in terms of the gripping range, the
actuation voltage, the fabrication complexity and the capability to manipulate micro-
particles.
2.1 Initially Curved Micro-beams
Electrostatic actuation is most commonly used in MEMS due to inherent advantages of
low power consumption and simple fabrication processes. However, the stable travel range
of parallel-plate electrostatic actuators is limited by the pull-in instability to one-third of
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the capacitive gap [18, 30]. Initially curved fixed-fixed beams ‘arches’ have been proposed
as an alternative configuration to increase their travel range [31, 32]. These beams can be
configured to exhibit bistability [33–38], co-existence of two stable equilibria, and to move







Figure 2.1: A schematic showing the change in the beam curvature profile as a function of
the actuation voltage.
Curved beam can be obtained by buckling a straight beam under axial load (pre-stress)
or via initial (stress-free) fabrication [39]. The existence of bistability in curved beams is
a function of their dimensions and initial rise [40]. Analytical conditions for the existence
of bistability in curved beams under electrostatic excitation and axial loads were derived
by [41] and [42]. These structures have been used in a variety of applications including
macro [43–45] and micro scales, such as switches, sensors, filters, memories and platforms
from micro-tweezers [41,46–50].
The performance of these micro-structures is affected by several design parameters
including their initial rise, beam thickness, applied axial load, internal residual stress and
excitation force. The designed dimensions and fabrication technique of the initially curved
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micro-beams have to be addressed carefully to ensure the existence of the snap-through
motion. Alkharabsheh and Younis [51] showed analytically that the stable travel range
of an electrostatically actuated MEMS curved beam can be extended by control the axial
loads. In the following, we are summarized the static and dynamic behaviors of the initially
curved micro-beams under different actuation mechanisms.
2.1.1 Static Behavior
Due to the desirable properties of the initially curved beams, their static behavior were
investigated under different excitation mechanisms. Nayfeh and Emam [52] derived an-
alytically an exact solution for the static deflection of bistable beams under axial loads.
Qiu et al. [53] observed snap-through from one equilibrium to another in manual propping
of initially curved beams. The effect of electrostatic forces on the static response and
transition between the stable equilibria of initially curved beam has also been investigated
analytically and experimentally [41] and [54].
Additionally, Han et al. [55] used the Lorentz force to excite a micro-optical switch made
of two curved beams to achieve a large stroke. Reducing the switching power consumption
in a MEMS switch has been achieved using a pre-shaped buckled beam [56]. Michael
and Kwok [57] studied analytically and experimentally the effect of residual stress in the
snap-through of a buckled micro-bridge subjected to a thermal load.
Younis and Ouakad [58] used the Galerkin procedure based on the symmetric mode-
shapes of both straight and curved beams as basis functions to investigate the static re-
sponse of initially curved beams under electrostatic excitation. The results showed a close
agreement between both approaches. The snap-through motion of a curved beam has been
achieved using an electrostatic fringing field [54]. Medina et al. [59] studied the bifurca-
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tion maps of both symmetric and anti-symmetric buckling of an electrostatically actuated
curved micro-beam in the presence or absence of the residual stress.
2.1.2 Dynamic Behavior
Many researchers have explored the rich dynamics of the initially curved beams. Ouakad
and Younis [60] investigated the dynamic snap-through of electrostatically actuated curved
micro-beams near primary resonance. Ruzziconi et al. [61] and Ramini et al. [62] investi-
gated and demonstrated the co-existence of in-well orbits, around one of the stable equi-
libria, and cross-well ‘dynamic snap-through’ orbits, spanning both stable equilibria, in
primary resonance of the first bending mode.
Ramini et al. [62] and Hajjaj et al. [63,64] found that the response of the first mode was
softening while those of higher modes were hardening. Das and Batra [65] studied analyt-
ically the dynamic response of un-damped initially curved beam subjected to electrostatic
force. They have showed that the beam's response becomes softening before having a snap
through motion.
There have been various attempts to utilize bistability and snap-through motions in
MEMS applications. Medina et al. [66] demonstrated switches that used snap-through to
the ON state under electrostatic force and latch onto it under zero voltage. Ouakad and
Younis [47], Hajjaj et al. [67, 68] have used dynamic snap-through to create wide-band
MEMS resonators.
Krakover et al. [69] used the dynamic snap-through motion to enhance the sensitivity of
a MEMS displacement sensor. Alneamy et al. [49,70] used the static snap-through motion
as a grip mechanism to build a small and compact electrostatic MEMS tweezers for cells
manipulation and characterization.
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(a) MEMS Switch [41]
(b) Tunable MEMS Resonator [62]
Figure 2.2: Examples of MEMS initial curved micro-beams based devices.
Despite the extensive increase in MEMS applications such as accelerometer [71], sen-
sors [72], communication and signal processing devices [73], many researchers have turned
their attentions to implement a new device configuration or to introduce a new actuation
mechanism. In fact, any improvement could lead to significant changes in the device char-
acteristics such as nonlinearity sources. These include mid-plane stretching and nonlinear
coupling between electrostatic force and resonator displacement [74] which are playing
important role in the system stability.
The dynamic behaviors of MEMS resonators can be designed to ensure stability, how-
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ever it could end up into unpredictable region ‘chaos’ caused by several factors including
the actuation signal [75,76], design parameters [77] or/and the operational conditions [78].
The chaotic behavior can be obtained either in air ‘in-flight’ mode or in a contact mode [79].
Chaos was observed in the response of DC actuated impact resonators [80] and harmon-
ically excited RF MEMS switches [81] and micro-beams [82]. Similarly, Zhao et al. [83]
predicted the appearance of chaotic attractors in the response of impact-driven micro ac-
tuator [84].
In all of these cases, impact occurred across the surface of the actuator, except for the
micro-beam case where impact was limited to the beam tip ‘line contact’. For actuators
equipped with dimples impact will occur only over a small proportion of the actuator's
surface [20]. Therefore, it is not obvious whether chaos will occur in this case and how
prevalent it would be.
Thus, many analytical models have been introduced to locate the chaotic region and,
therefore, limit the failure of the system. Among these models, the Melnikov's method is a
popular technique in the literature for determination of the system parameters leading to
chaos. DeMartini et al. [85] derived an expression describing the chaotic region of a MEMS
oscillator using Mathieu equation and the Melnikov method was also used to derive the
equation of motion.
Similarly, Haghighi and Markazi [86] build a model for chaos prediction and then applied
the adaptive fuzzy control algorithm to control the chaotic motion. An algorithm for chaos
prediction in MEMS resonators with symmetric double-well potential function has been
introduced in [87]. Nayfeh et al. [88] numerically evaluated the Melnikov's function in
a resonant gas sensor in order predict a critical value for the amplitude of the harmonic
electrostatic load. The nonlinear dynamics and chaotic motion of MEMS resonators under
random excitation was studied analytically and numerically by Zhang et al. [89].
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An analytical proof on the existence of chaos in a generalized Duffing-type oscillator
has been also presented in [90]. In their study, they expressed a closed formula for the
two homoclinic orbits. The previously published works have used the Melnikov method to
predict the chaotic motion. This approach is applicable for small excitation amplitudes.
Chaos in an electrostatically MEMS initially curved micro-beams has also been reported
analytically in [91,92].
Furthermore, chaotic vibrations can be desirable in specific applications such as very
sensitive sensors because any change in the control parameter leads to a significant change
in the response. For example, Yin and Epureanua [93] measured experimentally a small
variation in the mass by detecting the change in the chaotic attractor. Seleim et al. [94]
studied the dynamic response and the chaotic behavior of a closed-loop MEMS resonator
for construction of highly sensitive sensors.
2.2 Micro-tweezers
In the last decade, the developments on actuation of micro-tweezers are accompanied by
novel designs and grip techniques. They are operating by applying forces which are pro-
vided by their actuators. A variety of prototypes of micro-tweezers with different actuation
methods have been developed and introduced as discussed in section 1.2.
Because of their abilities to survive in harsh environment, miniature size and material
compatibility, there is an increasing trend of development on MEMS micro-tweezers. These
include the domain of microassembly and micromanipulation such as biomedical applica-




Electrothermal actuated micro-tweezers are based on the thermal expansion of the thin
metal layer arises due to the Joule effect in the presence of electric current passes through
a loop. However, they can not be used to manipulate micro-objects in a fluid. As a re-
sult, SU-8 polymer has been used as a structural layer to extend the operation range of
electrothermal micro-tweezers in the fluid medium. In fact, they produce a large deforma-
tion, strong recovery force and require low driving voltage [95–98]. With these advantages,
many electrothermal micro-tweezers have been developed. An example of SU-8 based
electrothermal micro-tweezers is shown in Fig. 2.3.
Chronis and Lee [99] designed an electrothermal micro-tweezers using SU-8 as a struc-
tural layer and two U-shaped identical actuators made of Au/Cr patterned underneath
it. The mismatching in the thermal coefficients between metal layers and SU-8 was used
to actuate the tweezers' grip arms and then to manipulate single cells in the fluid. They
measured a stroke of 12.5 µm at 2 V.
Another electrothermal micro-tweezers for open and close actions was designed and
fabricated to achieved a total stroke of 13 µm at an actuation voltage of 5 V [100]. A
novel tweezers design consisting of two hot arms has been fabricated to minimize the
heat flow to the tweezers arms as well as to produce a grip stroke of 11 µm at 9 V [101].
Mackay et al. [102] fabricated and characterized micro-tweezers based on SU-8 for handling
biological samples. Their design was equipped with a tensile force sensor to measure the
applied force. Their design showed experimentally a stroke of 80 µm at an actuation voltage
of 1.18 V.
Wang et al. [103] designed a U-shaped electrothermal micro-tweezers that consist of
a combination of thin arms, thick arms, flexures, jaws and anchors to manipulate micro-
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particles. The results showed that for an input voltage of 14 V, the jaws deflected 9.1 µm
out of a maximum designed stroke of 20 µm. Shivhare et al. [104] utilized two in-plane
chevron shaped electrothermal actuators with a heat sink to maximize the grip stroke,
minimize the voltage requirement and the temperature at the grip arms. They achieved a
stroke of 19.2 µm at 1 V.
Figure 2.3: SEM picture of SU-8 electrothermal micro-tweezers [97].
Voicu et al. [105] introduced a V-shaped electrothermal micro-tweezers, which was
fabricated using SU-8, to manipulate particles. The measurements showed an electrical
current up to 25 mA required for a tip stroke of 40–42 µm. Considering the target object
parameters, micro-tweezers based on a single cell manipulation was designed and fabricated
using SU-8 polymer as a structural layer [106]. The design showed a maximum stroke of
50.5 µm at an actuation voltage of 650 mV. As a result, SU-8 was chosen as the structural
layer because of its large thermal expansion coefficient than metal layers as well as its
capability inside the fluid mediums. Table 2.1 summarizes the recent developments on the
electrothermal MEMS tweezers.
In conclusion, electrothermal micro-tweezers are often preferred due to the simplicity
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of their fabrication. They also require a small voltage and produce a large grip force.
However, they are limited to applications where heat dissipation from the actuator does
not damage sensitive targets such as biological cells.
Table 2.1: Recent works on electrothermal micro-tweezers
Author Stroke (µm) Voltage (V)
Chronis et al. [99] 12.5 2
Volland et al. [100] 50.5 5
Dow et al. [101] 11 9
Mackay et al. [102] 80 1.18
Wang et al. [103] 9.1 14
Shivhare et al. [104] 19.2 1
Somà et al. [106] 50.5 0.65
2.2.2 Electrostatic Micro-tweezers
Because of the limitations in the electrothermally actuated micro-tweezers, many researchers
have turned their attention to electrostatic actuation due to many inherent advantages
compared to the electrothermal actuation [107]. Electrostatic micro-tweezers have been
designed with a wide variety of grip mechanisms using only two actuation schemes: parallel-
plate and interdigitated comb-fingers. The following content summarizes the recent and
related works in the electrostatic MEMS micro-tweezers.
We know that the travel range of electrostatically actuated parallel-plate micro-tweezers
is limited by the nonlinear pull-in instability to approximately one-third the capacitive
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gap [108]. The tweezers designed by Varona et al. [109] and Chang et al. [110] presented
the only parallel-plate actuation schemes reported to date. Their designs reduce the micro-
tweezers size, however, they require more than 45 V to close a gap of 2 µm and 93 V to
close a gap of 1.2 µm, respectively.
(a) Linear [111] (b) Rotary [112]
Figure 2.4: Linear and rotary interdigitated comb-fingers electrostatic micro-tweezers.
Micro-tweezers based on interdigitated comb-finger drives have been more popular with
efforts devoted to increase the grip range and reducing the actuation voltage. Many re-
searchers [113–118] utilized flexible beams to convert the linear motion of comb-finger
actuators to rotational gripper arms motion. On the other hand, Chen et al. [111] used
linear comb-fingers, Fig. 2.4(a), to close the grip arms achieving a stroke of 7.5 µm at
voltage of 50 V.
Micro-tweezers have also demonstrated the ability to hold objects under a static load,
DC voltage, and to release dynamically under AC signal [119]. Other researchers [112,120]
have recently employed rotary comb-fingers, Fig. 2.4(b), to directly actuate the tweezers
arms and, therefore, drastically increasing arms without increasing the actuation voltage.
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Different interdigitated comb-fingers electrostatic micro-tweezers also reported in [121–123].
Table 2.2 summarizes the recent developments on the electrostatic MEMS tweezers.
Table 2.2: Relevant and related works on electrostatic micro-tweezers
Author Stroke (µm) Voltage (V)
Linear comb-fingers
Volland et al. [113] 20 80
Beyeler et al. [114] 100 150
Chen et al. [115] 25 80
Bazaz et al. [116] 17 50
Hamedi et al. [117] 26 82
Xu [118] 63 72
Chen et al. [111] 7.5 50
Demaghsi et al. [119] 12 55
Rotary comb-fingers
Chang et al. [112] 94 100
Piriyanont et al. [120] 85 80
Parallel-Plate
Varona et al. [109] 2 45
Chang et al. [110] 1.2 93
This work 5–14 89–136
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2.2.3 Modeling Techniques
Micro-tweezers have traditionally been operated in a quasi-static mode where a slowly-
time varying signal drives the grip arms along a trajectory in order to pick or place an
object. More recently, a dynamic operational mode was introduced. In this case, they are
deployed as test platforms to measure the stiffness of micro objects [124] with the arms
oscillating with at a given frequency. This mode poses a challenge to the micro-tweezers
design requiring careful analysis of their modal response to guarantee that the arms will
maintain their rigidity under dynamic loads.
Design and analysis of micro-tweezers requires robust and high fidelity models where
closed form solutions are preferable. However, they are not available for tweezers except for
trivial overly simplified cases. To overcome this shortcoming, many studies have used finite-
element models (FEMs) to analyze more realistic tweezers at the expense of computational
complexity [118,125].
Reduced-Order Modeling (ROM) has frequently been deployed as an alternative ap-
proach to design MEMS-based devices [16,66,126] at a reduced computational complexity
compared to FEM. This semi-analytical technique discretizes the device equation of motion
in terms of a finite number of degrees-of-freedom describing the time-varying amplitudes
of basis functions. ROMs based on Galerkin expansion minimize the number of required
DOFs by using mode shapes that satisfy the structural boundary conditions [127].
Nayfeh and co-workers [16,108] developed ROMs for electrostatically actuated straight
beam-based MEMS. They found excellent agreement between their predictions of deflection
and natural frequency under static loads and those measured experimentally. ROMs that
utilize straight beam mode shapes were also found to be adequate to represent the static
and dynamic responses of electrostatic initially curved micro-beams [41,60].
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ROMs have also been used to study electrostatically actuated MEMS straight plates
[128,129] as well as initially curved plates [130–132]. To date, no ROM has been developed
for MEMS featuring bodies attached within the device structural span. This, however, is
important for the analysis of micro-tweezers where the device functionality is a function of
the arms motions.
In addition, this is a fundamental problem in macro-scale structural dynamics. The
presence of attachments has a significant impact on structure fundamental characteristics,
such as its natural frequencies and mode shapes. For example, many studies have shown
deviations between the natural frequencies and mode shapes of beams and plates with and
without concentrated masses and springs [133–135]. They found that the nodal locations
of a cantilever beam change as functions of the location and magnitude of the attached
mass [134,136].
Laura and co-workers [136, 137] also found that the rotary inertia of attached masses
can reduce the natural frequencies particularly those of higher modes and where the masses
are located close to nodes. Amabili et al. [138] observed experimentally that additional
modes appear due the placement of a concentrated mass with a large rotary inertia on a
rectangular plate.
Similar behaviors have been reported at micro-scale. For example, Alkharabsheh and
Younis [139] found that the interior nodes of a straight beam move out towards the supports
as their flexibility (nonideality) increases. Hajjaj et al. [64] and Alfosail et al. [140] found
that axial loads lead to modal interactions between the mode shapes of initially curved
beams resulting in a crossover phenomenon variety between symmetric and asymmetric
modes and veering phenomenon variety between symmetric modes.
The addition of skewed electrostatic fields or other forms of asymmetry along the beam
span were also found to result in mode hybridization and veering between symmetric and
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asymmetric modes [141, 142]. These changes in the natural frequencies and mode shapes
result in complicated dynamics which require careful investigation and a robust model.
2.3 Summary
In summary, most of the electrostatic micro-tweezers used comb-finger drives which guar-
antee them a larger stroke at the expense of a larger footprint. To date, the use of more
compact parallel-plate actuators has been hampered by the small stroke imposed by the
pull-in instability. Here, we propose to reduce the footprint of micro-tweezers while increas-
ing their stroke by using parallel-plate curved beams ‘arches’ as a platform for the tweezers'
arms. These actuators can switch from one stable equilibrium to another resulting in a




Tweezers Design and Fabrication
Previous researchers have focused on using interdigitated comb-figures micro-tweezers which
are large in size and complex to fabricate. Here, we present a new compact design that
is much smaller and easier to fabricate compared to those presented in the literature, sec-
tion 2.2. This chapter focuses on the tweezers design, gripping mechanism, force sensing,
dimensions and fabrication process. Two arch micro-tweezers prototypes will be presented.
3.1 Prototype I
In prototype I, the arch micro-tweezers consists of two arms inclined towards each other
and mounted to an initially curved ‘stress-free’ micro-beam and a sidewall electrode as
shown in Fig. 3.1. It exploits the bistable equilibria, resulting from the combination of
the snap-through instability and electrostatic actuation, to reduce the separation distance
between the two arms allowing them to grasp a large range of micro-objects. The tweezers
offer further control beyond the snap-through point, via electrostatic actuation, to increase
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pressure on larger objects and to grasp smaller objects.
Figure 3.1: Isometric view of the prototypes I showing an electrostatically actuated initially
curved micro-beam carrying two identical and inclined arms.
As the electrostatic field strength increases, the beam reduces its curvature, Fig. 2.1, re-
sulting in a reduction of the separation gap between the arm tips. The regulated separation
gap and grip force is used to grasp, hold, release or otherwise to manipulate micro-objects
placed within the gap.
3.1.1 Gripping Mechanism
This micro-tweezers can manipulate two sets of micro-objects depending on the applied
voltage. It can handle coarse (larger) micro-objects under voltages V(t) below a threshold
called snap-through voltage VS corresponding to the initial beam curvature as shown in
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Fig. 3.2(a). The actuation voltage V(t) can be a static component, DC voltage, a time-
varying component, AC voltage, or a combination of these two components. The tweezers
can also grasp finer (smaller) objects when the applied voltage exceeds that threshold
snapping the beam to the counter-curvature, Fig. 3.2(b), and reducing the separation









Figure 3.2: Tweezers configurations: (a) before and (b) after the snap-through voltage VS.
We seek to operate the tweezers in two modes. The first is traditional quasi-static
mode where DC voltage VDC commands the tweezers along a trajectory to approach, hold
and release micro-objects. It exploits nonlinear phenomena in electrostatic curved beams,
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namely snap-through, snap-back and static pull-in and the bifurcations underlying them.
The second mode uses a harmonic voltage signal VAC to release, probe and/or interact
with the objects held by the tweezers in order to perform function such as cells lysis and
characterization. It exploits additional electrostatic MEMS phenomena including dynamic















Figure 3.3: A schematic showing the tweezers' parameters of prototype I.
The arch micro-tweezers consists of two identical arms mounted to an initially curved
beam and electrostatically actuated via a sidewall electrode as shown in Fig. 3.1. The
distance between the end supports `b is 1000 µm. The beam thickness hb and initial mid-
point rise h◦ measured from the reference line are 3 µm and 3.5 µm, respectively. The initial
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capacitor gap d measured from the sidewall electrode to the reference line is 11.5 µm.
The arms length `a and thickness ha are 250 µm and 4 µm, respectively, while the tip
length `t is 10 µm. The distance between the arms attachment points along the reference
line `c is 300 µm. They are inclined and fabricated at an angle of 55.11◦ with respect to
the cord length. This arrangement results in an initial distance between the arm tips g◦
of 14 µm. The device is made out of a crystal silicon structural layer with a width b of
30 µm. These parameters are clearly shown in Fig. 3.3.
3.2 Prototype II
Figure 3.4: Isometric view of the prototype II showing an electrostatically actuated initially
curved micro-beam carrying only one inclined movable arm and a stationary arm.
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In prototype II, we change the tweezers' arms configuration in order to measure the
gripping force acting on the micro-object in addition to the grasp, hold and manipulation
processes. Specifically, we have mounted only one arm to the micro-beam and the second
one is connected to a separate electrical pad as shown in Fig. 3.4. It exploits the same
nonlinear behavior like that presented in prototype I. More details about the gripping and
applied force sensing mechanisms are presented in the following sections.
3.2.1 Gripping Mechanism
As the electrostatic field strength increases between the beam and the sidewall electrode,
the beam reduces its curvature, resulting in a reduction of the gap between the moving
and stationary arm tips. The mechanism is also used to grasp, hold, release micro-objects
with ability of measuring the gripping force acting on the particle.
This is done by grounding the curved beam while the actuation signal is applied to
the sidewall electrode. This electrical connection results in a potential difference that is
used to excite the beam and allows the movable arm to move toward or away from the
stationary arm.
This configuration has the ability to measure the gripping force acting on the object by
applying another actuation signal to the stationary arm in addition to that applied to the
micro-beam. It results in a potential difference between the two arms and, therefore, it can
be used to measure the change in capacitance through a force-displacement relationship,
as the applied voltage changes. The additional actuation signal will also provide another
force to hold and secure the object during the manipulation.
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3.2.2 Device Parameters
The curved beam and the moving arm dimensions are similar to the prototype I. The
separation gap between the moving and the stationary arms is reduced to g◦ = 7 µm. The
stationary arm has a length `sa of 590 µm and a thickness hsa of 60 µm. These parameters















Figure 3.5: A schematic showing the tweezers' parameters of prototype II.
3.3 Fabrication Process
The two prototypes of electrostatically actuated micro-tweezers were fabricated out of a
p-type < 100 > single crystal silicon on insulator (SOI) wafer. The device layer is 30 ±
3 µm thick and it is Boron doped with a resistivity of 1 Ω.cm. The buried oxide layer is
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1 µm thick while the handle layer is 550 µm thick. The initial shape of the micro-beam










Table 3.1: Material properties of single crystal Silicon
Description Value
Density (ρ) 2330 kg/m3
Young's Modulus (E) 129 GPa
Yield strength (σy) 1.2 GPa
Poisson's ratio (ν) 0.22
Dielectric constant of the air (ε) 8.854 ×10−12 F/m
The fabrication process started with a SOI wafer with the material properties given in
Table 3.1 and then it is cleaned using RCA to remove the contaminations on the device
layer top surface. This step was performed before the high-temperature processing steps
such as oxidation and diffusion. The fabrication process steps are described in details in
the following content.
• Step 1: Metals Deposition
A seed layer of 30 nm Chrome (Cr) is deposited using an E-beam to ensure proper adhesion
of the metallization layer, Fig. 3.6(a). Then, a 100 nm thick layer of Gold (Au) is sputtered
on top of it as shown in Fig. 3.6(b).




Si SiO2 Cr Au
Figure 3.6: Metals deposition: (a) a 30 nm thick Cr deposited to serve as an adhesion layer
for the metal and (b) A 100 nm thick Au layer sputtered on top of Cr layer.
A 1 µm layer of positive photoresist (Ph) is spun onto the wafer and then it is lithograph-
ically patterned by exposing it to UV light using Mask 1 as shown in Fig. 3.7(a). This
results in a photoresist pattern on the contact pads only as shown in Fig. 3.7(b). The
layout of Mask 1 is shown in Appendix A Fig. A.1.
• Step 3: Metallization Layers Etching
The contact pads are defined in the metal layers by wet etching the stacked metal layers
using an ion milling machine. This is done by bombarding ions toward the metals. After
that, the remaining photoresist is stripped off the pads using wet chemical stripping as




Si SiO2 Cr Au Ph
Figure 3.7: Photoresist layer: (a) spin-coated to cover the wafer and (b) expose to the
UV-light and pattern using Mask 1.
Si SiO2 Cr Au
Figure 3.8: Etching the metallization layers and stripped off the remaining photoresist.
• Step 4: Silicon Etching
Another layer of positive photoresist is spun on to the wafer as shown in Fig. 3.9. It is
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patterned using Mask 2 to define the device area, see Fig. 3.10. Then, a Deep Reactive Ion
Etching (DRIE) is used to etch the silicon all the way through the exposed photoresist to
the buried oxide, Fig. 3.11. Then, the unexposed photoresist is stripped away as shown in
Fig. 3.12. The layout of Mask 2 is shown in Appendix A Fig. A.2.
Because the structural layer is large, this step is done with many short intervals of time
to ensure a vertical edges along the structural layer and to protect the photoresist layer
from burning.
Si SiO2 Cr Au Ph
Figure 3.9: Ph layer spin-coated to cover the wafer.
Si SiO2 Cr Au Ph
Figure 3.10: Ph layer exposed to the UV-light and pattern using Mask 2.
• Step 5: Device Release
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Si SiO2 Cr Au Ph
Figure 3.11: Device layer etching using DRIE.
Si SiO2 Cr Au
Figure 3.12: Unexposed Ph stripped away.
A back-side etching is also used to ensure that the thin structure layer is fully released
by spinning a 1 µm layer of photoresist onto the backside surface of the wafer, Fig. 3.13.
After that, Mask 3 is used to pattern photoresist and etch the handle silicon layer using
DRIE all the way to the buried oxide layer, Fig. 3.14. The layout of Mask 3 is shown in
Appendix A Fig. A.3.
The device movable layer is released by etching the buried oxide using wet chemical
etcher (HF) with a specific concentration rate. It results in small etched areas underneath
the contact pads and device supports which do not affect the structure fixation as shown in
Fig. 3.15. Then, the wafer is diced into smaller chips using an interrogated dicing technique
and wire bonding is performed on the desired areas of each chip as shown in Appendix A
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Si SiO2 Cr Au Ph
Figure 3.13: Backside Ph layer exposed to the UV-light and pattern using Mask 3.
Si SiO2 Cr Au Ph
Figure 3.14: Handle layer etching using DRIE and unexposed photoresist stripped away.
Si SiO2 Cr Au
Figure 3.15: Releasing the device layer using wet chemical etcher (HF).
Fig. A.4. Scanning Electron Microscope SEM pictures of the fabricated prototype I before
the backside etching are shown in Figs. 3.16(a) and (b).
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(a) Fabricated micro-tweezers
(b) Close-up on the grip arms
Figure 3.16: SEM pictures of: (a) the fabricated prototype I before the backside etching
step and (b) a close-up on the grip arms.
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3.4 Summary
In this chapter, we presented a novel and compact electrostatic micro-tweezers to manip-
ulate particles. Two prototypes were introduced. The tweezers consist of two grip-arms
mounted to an electrostatically actuated initially curved micro-beam in the first prototype
and one arm only mounted to the curved micro-beam and the second arm was stationary
in the second prototype. Both designs exploit bistable equilibria, resulting from a snap-
through instability, to close the separation distance between the two arms allowing them
to grasp a large range of objects. These include coarse and fine micro-objects depending on
the applied voltage. The tweezers were fabricated using a p-type < 100 > low resistivity




In this chapter, we present an analytical model for the electrostatic micro-tweezers. We
derive the equation of motion of a curved micro-beam carrying two identical arms ‘repre-
senting prototype I’ using Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. The tweezers arms are modeled as
rigid bodies and their elastic deformation are ignored. Then, a standard Reduced-Order
Model (ROM) that uses a straight beam mode shapes being used as basis functions is
developed to solve the equation of motion.
4.1 Equation of Motion
We derive the equations of motion and the associated boundary and initial conditions that
govern the axial and transverse nonlinear responses of the electrostatic arch micro-tweezers
that consists of a curved beam with a cross-sectional area Ab and an area moment of inertia
Ib carrying two identical arms at points B1 and B2 located at distances `1 and `2 from the
left end, Fig. 4.1. The arms are assumed rigid. Their mass and mass moments of inertia,
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Figure 4.1: A schematic of the curved beam carrying two identical arms at points B1 and
B2.
Following [143,144] in the derivation of the equation of motion, we consider a differential
beam element initially dx long. Its left edge P is located at (x,w◦) as shown in Fig. 4.2.
After the deformation, the left edge moves to P∗ at
x∗ = x+ u, z∗ = w + w◦ (4.1)
















Figure 4.2: An element of the curved beam showing the location before, marked as P, and
after deformation, marked as P*.
Therefore, the deformed element length can be calculated as
ds =
√
(dx∗)2 + (dz∗)2 (4.2)
Then, differentiating x∗ and z∗ with respect to x yields
dx∗ = (1 + u′)dx, dz∗ = (w′ + w′◦)dx (4.3)
substituting Eq. (4.3) into Eq. (4.2) gives
ds =
√
(1 + u′)2 + (w′ + w′◦)
2 dx (4.4)






1 + 2u′ + u′2 + w′2 + 2w′◦w
′ (4.5)






Then, we scale the transverse displacement w(x) and initial shape w◦(x) to order O(ε
1),
the axial displacement to order O(ε2). The scaling orders of the other system parameters
are listed in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Scaling orders of the tweezers' parameters
Parameter Scaling Order O(εn)
w O(ε1)
u O(ε2)
w′ , w′′ , w′′′ , w′′′′ O(ε1)
u′ , u′′ , u′′ O(ε2)
ẇ′ , ẇ′′ , ẅ′ , ẅ′′ O(ε1)
u̇ O(ε3)
ü O(ε4)








Expanding εxx in a Taylor series and retaining terms up to order O(ε







this formula describes the element elongation for the small strains and moderate rota-
tions [144]. Recalling that for an Euler-Bernoulli beam model, the axial and transverse
displacements can be written as
u = ū− ζw̄′, w = w̄ (4.8)
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where the bar represents the displacement of the reference axis in both directions and ζ
is a coordinate pointing into the curvature. Substituting this equation into Eq. (4.7), one
can write the total strain of the initially curved beam up to order O(ε3) as
εxx = ū




















differentiating Eq. (4.10) and Eq. (4.11) with respect to the time (t) yields
θ̇ cos θ =
(1 + u′)((1 + u′)ẇ′ − (w′◦ + w′)u̇′)





and using Eq. (4.11) in Eq. (4.12), we obtain
θ̇ =
(1 + u′)ẇ′ − (w′ + w′◦)u̇′
λ2
(4.13)
Expanding this form in a Taylor series, retaining terms up to order O(ε4), recalling that u
and w are evaluated here at the reference axis, where ζ = 0, and using Eq. (4.8), one can
rewrite θ̇2 as
θ̇2 = ˙̄w′2 − 2 ˙̄w′2ū′ − 2w̄′2 ˙̄w′2 − 4w′◦w̄′ ˙̄w′2 (4.14)
4.1.1 The Potential Energy








(E ε2xx)dAb dx (4.15)
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− 2ζw̄′′ū′ − 2ζw′◦w̄′w̄′′ − ζw̄′2w̄′′ + ζ2w̄′′2
(4.16)






















4.1.2 The Kinetic energy
The kinetic energy T of the tweezers is the sum of the kinetic energies of the beam mass
(Tbm) and rotary inertia (Tbr) and the arm mass (Tam) and rotary inertia (Tar). As a
result, one can write the total kinetic energy as
T = Tbm + Tbr + Tam + Tar (4.18)
where


















2 + ρAb ˙̄u
2 + ρIb ˙̄w
′2)dx
(4.19)








where δd is the sum of two Dirac-Delta functions expressed as
δd = δd1(x− `1) + δd2(x− `2)
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′2 − 2 ˙̄w′2ū′ − 2w̄′2 ˙̄w′2 − 4w′◦w̄′ ˙̄w′2)dx (4.23)























This equation represents the total kinetic energy of the arch micro-tweezers.
4.1.3 Extended Hamilton Principle
The extended Hamilton's principle states that the variation of the summation of the La-
grangian L = T − U and the line integral of the virtual work done by nonconservative
forces Wnc during a time interval from t1 to t2 must be equal to zero∫ t2
t1
δ (T− U + Wnc) dt = 0 (4.25)
where δ is a differential operator denoting the first variation.
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The first variation of U1, which represents the mid-plane potential energy, in Eq. (4.17) is
























































































similarly, the first variation of U2, which represents the section bending potential energy,





















































The variation of the kinetic energy can be also evaluated via integration by parts of














(ρAb +maδd) ¨̄w δw̄ dx dt (4.28)
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ρAb ¨̄u δū dx dt (4.29)


















Then, we divide the variation of Eq. (4.30) into three individual parts and then perform



















γ2 δw̄ dx dt (4.31)
where γ1 and γ2 are defined to be
γ1 =− 4Jaδd ˙̄w′2(w̄′ + w′◦)
γ2 =− 4Jaδ′d ˙̄w′2(w̄′ + w′◦)− 2Jaδd(2 ˙̄w′2(w̄′′ + w′′◦) + 4 ˙̄w′ ˙̄w′′(w̄′ + w′◦))
(4.32)
where δ′d is the Doublet functions and can be written as
δ′d = δ
′(x− `1) + δ′(x− `2)



















γ4 δū dx dt (4.33)
where γ3 and γ4 are defined to be
γ3 =− 2Jaδd ˙̄w′2
γ4 =− 2Jaδ′d ˙̄w′2 − 4Jaδd ˙̄w′ ˙̄w′′
(4.34)
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γ7 δw̄ dx dt (4.35)
where γ5, γ6 and γ7 are introduced as
γ5 =(ρIb + Jaδd) ˙̄w
′ − 2Jaδd ˙̄w′(2ū′ + 2w̄′2 + 4w′◦w̄′ − 1)
γ6 =(ρIb + Jaδd) ¨̄w
′ − 2Jaδd(4 ˙̄w′2(w̄′ + w′◦)− ¨̄w′(1− 2ū′ − 2w̄′2 − 4w′◦w̄′))
γ7 =(ρIb + Jaδd) ¨̄w
′′ − 2Jaδ′d(4 ˙̄w′2(w̄′ + w′◦)− ¨̄w′(1− 2ū′ − 2w̄′2 − 4w′◦w̄′))
− 2Jaδd( ¨̄w′(2ū′′ + 4(w̄′′ + w̄′′◦)(w̄′ + w̄′◦)) + 8 ˙̄w′ ˙̄w′′(w̄′ + w′◦) + 4 ˙̄w′2(w̄′′ + w′′◦)
− ¨̄w′′(1− 2ū′ − 2w̄′2 − 4w′◦w̄′))
(4.36)
The variation of the virtual work due to the electrostatic force, viscous linear damping







Fes δw̄ dx− cva ˙̄u δū− (cvt + csf ) ˙̄w δw̄
)
dt (4.37)






(d+ w◦ + w̄)2
(4.38)
the excitation voltage V is biased signal with the form of
V = VDC + VAC cos(2πfext) (4.39)
where VDC, VAC and fex are the bias, amplitude and frequency of the waveform signal.
Furthermore, the electrostatic force Fes can be modified to account for the electrostatic
fringing field by replacing the width of the curved micro-beam bb with an effective width
be considering two models in the literature:
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(d+ w◦ + w̄)2
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1 + 0.65
























(d+ w◦ + w̄)
2 + 1.2
) (4.41)
In addition, cva and cvt are the viscous damping coefficients in the axial and transverse
directions, respectively. The squeeze-film damping accounts for energy losses due to the
narrow channel between the beam and the sidewall electrode with a damping coefficient
csf written as [147]
csf =
µ b3b
(1 + 6Kn)(1 + w◦ + w̄)3
(4.42)
where µ is air viscosity, Kn = λ/d is Knudsen number and λ is the mean free path of air
molecules at ambient pressure.
Substituting Eqs. (4.26)–(4.37) into Eq. (4.25) yields two nonlinear equations of motion
describing the system response. The first equation governs the axial response and is








Since the evaluation of the Dirac-Delta and the Doublet functions at the boundaries is





= 0 or ū = 0 at x = 0 & `b
˙̄u = 0 or ū = 0 at t2 = 0
(4.44)
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The second equation of motion governs the transverse response and is














γ8 =− 2Jaδ′d(2 ˙̄w′2(w̄′ + w′◦)− ¨̄w′(1− 2ū′ − 2w̄′2 − 4w′◦w̄′))
− 2Jaδd( ¨̄w′(2ū′′ + 4(w̄′′ + w̄′′◦)(w̄′ + w̄′◦)) + 4 ˙̄w′ ˙̄w′′(w̄′ + w′◦) + 2 ˙̄w′2(w̄′′ + w′′◦)
− ¨̄w′′(1− 2ū′ − 2w̄′2 − 4w′◦w̄′))
(4.46)
similar to the axial case, the evaluation of the Dirac-Delta and the Doublet functions at
the boundaries is zero and, therefore, the boundary and initial conditions associated with
Eq. (4.45) are




′) = 0 or w̄ = 0 at x = 0 & `b
w̄′′ = 0 or w̄′ = 0 at x = 0 & `b
˙̄w = 0 or w̄ = 0 at t2 = 0
(4.47)
Setting the time derivative terms equal to zero in Eq. (4.43), reduces it to a static








Equation (4.48) can be used to write ū in terms of w̄ by integrating once over x which
results in




Integrating once more over x and recalling that the axial displacement at both ends is zero
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(ū = 0) results in
ū(0) = 0⇒ c2 = 0 (4.50a)






′ + w̄′2)dx (4.50b)
Therefore, we can rewrite Eq. (4.49) as









′ + w̄′2)dx (4.51)
differentiating this equation with respect to x yields
ū′′ = −w′′◦w̄′ − w′◦w̄′′ − w̄′w̄′′ (4.52)
substitute Eqs. (4.51) and (4.52) into γ8 results in






′ + w̄′2)dx− w̄′2 − 2w′◦w̄′))
− 2Jaδd( ¨̄w′((2w̄′′ + 4w̄′′◦)(w̄′ + w̄′◦)− 2w′′◦w̄′) + 4 ˙̄w′ ˙̄w′′(w̄′ + w′◦)






′ + w̄′2)dx− w̄′2 − 2w′◦w̄′))
(4.53)
then, substituting Eqs. (4.51)–(4.53) into Eq. (4.45) yields
(ρAb +maδd) ¨̄w − (ρIb + Jaδd) ¨̄w′′ − Jaδ′d ¨̄w′ + γ9 + (cvt + csf ) ˙̄w + EIbw̄iv






′ + w̄′2)dx = Fes
(4.54)
which is subject to the following boundary conditions
w̄(0) = 0, w̄′(0) = 0, w̄(`b) = 0, w̄
′(`b) = 0
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4.2 Nondimensional Equation of Motion
Here, we nondimensionalize the transverse equation of motion governing the tweezers'

























4/EI is a time scale. Substituting the nondimensional parameters into
Eq. (4.54), considering the scaling proprieties in Table 4.1 and multiplying both sides by
(T 2/d ρAb) to yield
(1 + α1δ̂d) ¨̂w − (α2 + α4δ̂d) ¨̂w′′ − α4δ̂′d ¨̂w′ + γ10 + (ĉvt + ĉsf ) ˙̂w + ŵiv




′ + ŵ′2)dx̂ = α6Fes
(4.55)















, α4 = α3
`2b
d2


















(1 + 6Kn)(1 + ŵ◦ + ŵ)3
and mb is the beam mass. The concentrated mass and mass moment of inertia of the




) + δ̂(x̂− `2
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′ + ŵ′◦)− 2ŵ′′◦ŵ′) + 4 ˙̂w′ ˙̂w′′(ŵ′ + ŵ′◦)





′ + ŵ′2)dx̂+ ŵ′2 + 2ŵ′◦ŵ
′))
(4.56)
On the other hand, if we scale the electrostatic gap d at order O(ε1) similar to the beam
width hb, the equation of motion, Eq. (4.55), would reduces to
(1 + α1δ̂d) ¨̂w − (α2 + α4δ̂d) ¨̂w′′ − α4δ̂′d ¨̂w′ + (ĉvt + ĉsf ) ˙̂w + ŵiv




′ + ŵ′2)dx̂ = α6Fes
(4.57)
subject to the boundary conditions
ŵ(0) = 0, ŵ′(0) = 0, ŵ(1) = 0, ŵ′(1) = 0 (4.58)
and γ10 is scaled at order O(ε
5) with O(ε2) hidden inside α3 and, therefore, can be neglected.
4.3 Reduced-Order Model (ROM)
A reduced-Order model (ROM) based on a Galerkin approximation is utilized to solve the
equations, Eq. (4.57) and Eq. (4.58). This technique discretizes the equation of motion in
terms of a finite number of degrees-of-freedom describing the amplitude of mode shapes
that satisfy the boundary conditions. In this case, we chose a standard ROM with straight
beam mode shapes φi(x).
These modes can be found by dropping the nonlinear terms, arm inertia, damping
coefficients and electrostatic force from Eq. (4.57) and then solving for the free vibration
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problem of a straight-beam around an undeflected straight position. It results in [144]
¨̂w + ŵiv = 0 (4.59)
Equation (4.59) can be solved by assuming a general solution in the form of
ŵ = φi(x)e
iωnt (4.60)
where ωn are the n
th natural frequencies. Substituting Eq. (4.60) into Eq. (4.59), we get
φivi (x)− ω2nφi(x) = 0 (4.61)
recall that the boundary conditions of the fixed-fixed beam at x = 0 and x = 1 are
φi = 0 and φ
′
i = 0 (4.62)
assuming a homogeneous solution for φi in the from
φi(x) = Ce
βx (4.63)
Then, substituting this form into Eq. (4.61), yields
β4 − ω2n = 0 (4.64)
Solving Eq. (4.64) gives four roots βi as
β1,2 = ±
√
wn and β3,4 = ±i
√
wn (4.65)
substituting these roots into Eq. (4.63) to get the free vibration mode shape
φi(x) = A cos(β1x) +B sin(β2x) + C cosh(β3x) +D sinh(β4x) (4.66)
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where A,B,C and D are constants and can be found by applying the boundary conditions
found in Eq. (4.62) into Eq. (4.66). It yields to four algebraic equations representing the
eigenvalue problem for ωn as follow
1 0 1 0
0 β 0 β
cos β sin β cosh β sinh β
















Equating the determinant of the coefficients to zero, we solve the characteristic equation
of the straight beam
1− cos β cosh β = 0 (4.68)
for the nontrivial roots βn, Eq. (4.68) can be solved numerically to find up to the n
th
natural frequencies of the straight beam (ωn=
√
βn). The mode shapes associated with these
eigenvalues are then determined by manipulating Eq. (4.67) and finding the three constants,
A,B and C with respect to the forth one, D, which can be an arbitrary number [127,149].
This results in
B = −A(cos(β)− cosh(β))
sin(β)− sinh(β)
(4.69)





The mode shapes of an un-deflected straight beam without the arm inertia are expressed
as






Figure 4.3 (a) shows the first three symmetric and (b) shows the first three anti-symmetric
mode shapes of the straight beam.
(a) Symmetric Modes (b) Anti-symmetric Modes
Figure 4.3: The nondimensional mode shapes of a straight beam: (a) the first three sym-
metric modes and (b) the first three anti-symmetric modes.
4.3.1 Static Analysis
Equations (4.57) and (4.58) were discretized using a straight beam mode shapes φi(x)
as basis functions in a Galerkin expansion to obtain the ROM. We solve for the static
deflection of the curved beam ws as a function of the Root-Mean-Square voltage VRMS by


















(1 + w◦ + w)2
(4.73)
and it is subjected to the boundary conditions
ws(0) = 0, w
′
s(0) = 0, ws(1) = 0, w
′













φi(x)ui ; i = 1, . . . , N (4.75)
where ui are modal coordinates. Substituting this transformation form into Eqs. (4.73)
and (4.74) and multiplying both sides by (1 +w◦+w)
2 to regularize the response near the
singularity [16] yield




































multiplying the result by the mode shapes φj(x) and carrying out the integration over the










































Those equations are then solved for ui as functions of VRMS to obtain the static deflection
of the micro-tweezers.
2For sake of simplicity, we dropped over-hat (ˆ) for now and so on.
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4.3.2 Variation of the Natural Frequency under Electrostatic
Forcing
We realize the tweezers' small vibrations problem by resolving the beam deflection into a
static component ws(x) and a dynamic component wd(x, t)
w(x, t) = ws(x) + wd(x, t) (4.78)
substituting this form into Eqs. (4.57) and (4.58) and dropping the damping coefficients
yields3
(1 + α1δd)ẅd − (α2 + α4δd)ẅ′′d − α4δ′d ẅ′d + wivs + wivd
















(1 + w◦ + ws + wd)2
(4.79)












(1 + w◦ + ws)3
wd (4.80)
drop the high order terms and retain only up to the linear term in wd, then substitute the
resulting equation into Eq. (4.79) to obtain the results




































(1 + w◦ + ws)3
wd
(4.81)





φi(x)qi(t) ; i = 1, . . . , N (4.82)
3For sake of simplicity, we dropped (x) from the static competent and (x, t) from the dynamic competent.
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where qi(t) are time-varying modal coordinates. Substituting this form in the small vi-
brations problem, replacing φivi with ω
2
nφi using Eq. (4.61), multiplying the result by the
mode shapes φj(x) and carrying out the integration over the beam length results in N
linear coupled ordinary differential equations describing the beam oscillations around the
static equilibrium ws(x) at a given RMS voltage. Those equations can be written as





































































φj dx; j = 1, . . . , N
(4.83)
The eigenvalue problem describing the beam oscillations around the static equilibrium








into Eq. (4.83). Substituting with ws(x) and VRMS and solving the resulting un-damped
eigenvalue problem, yields the first N th natural frequencies and mode shapes of the arch
micro-tweezers4.
4The eigenvalues analysis including the higher order rotary inertia term is discussed in Appendix B.
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4.3.3 Dynamic Analysis
To evaluate the micro-tweezers motions around the static equilibrium ws, we rewrite its
total deflection as Eq. (4.78) and then substitute that transformation form into Eq. (4.57)
to yield




















(1 + w◦ + ws + wd)2
(4.84)
where V(t) is expressed in Eq. (4.39). Substituting Eq. (4.82) into Eq. (4.84) and multiply

























































Then, multiplying both sides by each mode shape φj and integrated over the beam
length, we obtain a set of N discretized differential equations describing the tweezers'
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dx; j = 1, . . . , N
(4.86)
4.4 Summary
To sum-up, we utilized Euler-Bernoulli beam theory and the Extended Hamilton principle
to derive the equation of motion describing the transverse response and the associated
boundary and initial conditions of the electrostatic micro-tweezers. In this model, we
assumed that the tweezers arms are rigid bodies and their elastic deformations is ignored.
Then, a reduced order model based on a Galerkin approximation with the mode shapes of a
straight beam was utilized to solve the equation of motion both statically and dynamically.
5The dynamic analysis including the higher order rotary inertia term is discussed in Appendix C.
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Chapter 5
Characterizations of Initially Curved
Micro-beams
In this chapter, we investigate analytically, numerically and experimentally the static and
dynamic responses of the electrostatically actuated initially curved micro-beams. This
step is required to better understanding the fundamental behaviors of the curved beam
which serves as the platform for the tweezers' arms. The reduced-order model (ROM) that
was developed above is solved analytically for static and dynamic responses. The results





This section discusses the static deflection of the initially curved micro-beam mid-point
ws(0.5) excited by a distributed electrostatic force. We consider a curved beam, Fig. 5.1,
with a length of `b = 1000 µm, the distance between the beam end supports, thickness and











Figure 5.1: A schematic of the electrostatic curved beam actuator.
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The initial capacitor gap between the sidewall electrode and the reference line is d =
11.5 µm. The beam is made of Boron doped single crystal Silicon on Insulator (SOI) with
a structural layer thickness of b = 30 µm and Young's Modulus E = 129 GPa.
We obtained the variation of the micro-beam mid-point static equilibria as functions
of the RMS voltage by solving Eq. (4.76). The solution fidelity depends on the type and
number of mode shapes used in the Galerkin expansion [16]. Then, we carried out a con-
vergence analysis to determine the minimum number of modes required in the Galerkin
expansion by comparing the static deflection obtained from ROMs, Eq. (4.76), employ-
ing two-, three- and five symmetrical mode shapes and a parallel-plate electrostatic field
model1.
Figure 5.2 shows the variation in the mid-point static deflection ws(0.5) as a function
the RMS voltage for the three ROMs. In all cases, two branches of stable equilibria marked
as solid lines and two branches of unstable equilibria marked as dashed lines were observed.
The results show that at least three symmetric modes are required for satisfactory model
convergence. Using two modes in the model results in quantitative errors along the second
branch of stable equilibria and qualitative errors along the second branch of unstable
equilibria.
The figure also shows that the mid-point deflection decreases as the RMS voltage in-
creases along the first branch of stable equilibria, corresponding to the beam initial curva-
ture, until it jumps down at point S (VS = 112.7 V) along the line from S to ST towards
the second branch of stable equilibria, corresponding to the initial counter-curvature. This
jump is corresponding to the snap-through mechanism, see Fig. 2.1. At point S, the stable
branch of equilibria meets the first branch of unstable equilibria in a saddle-node bifurca-
tion.
1For the convergence analysis, we ignore the effect of electrostatic fringing field.
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Increasing the RMS voltage beyond the snap-through voltage VS increases the counter
deflection of the mid-point along the second stable branch until it reaches another saddle-
node bifurcation demarcating the ‘pull-in instability’ at point P (VP = 153.2 V) where it
meets the second branch of unstable equilibria2.
There are no physical stable equilibria beyond this point. On the other hand, decreasing
the RMS voltage after snap-through decreases the counter-rise of the mid-point along the
second stable branch until the beam snaps back and jumps up at point B (VB = 100.22 V)
along the line from B to R towards the first branch of stable equilibria, corresponding to
the initial curvature3. At this point, the second stable branch of equilibria meets the first
unstable branch in another saddle-node bifurcation.
Table 5.1 shows the relative errors among the three ROMs at a mid-point rise of -
5.63 µm, along the beam initial counter-curvature, compare to those of a five-mode ap-
proximation4. We note that an odd number of mode shapes leads to faster and closer
convergence than using an even number. Henceforth, we adopt the five-mode ROM ap-
proximation in the rest of the static analysis.
Table 5.1: The relative error of the converge analysis at ws = −5.63 µm.
Number of mode shapes Voltage (V) Error %
Two 146.94 -3.05
Three 143.34 -0.53
Five 142.59 Not applicable
2VS stands for snap-through voltage and VP stands for pull-in voltage.
3VB stands for snap back voltage.
4The anti-symmetric modes do not have significant contributions to this analysis and, therefore, we
ignore them.
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Figure 5.2: The beam mid-point deflection ws(0.5) as a function of the RMS voltage
obtained from ROMs employing two- (marked with orange lines), three- (marked with ma-
genta lines) and five-symmetric (marked with green lines) modes in the Galerkin expansion
without accounting for the electrostatic fringing field. The branches of stable equilibria
are marked in solid lines and branches of unstable equilibria are marked in dashed lines.
To validate the static results obtained analytically, the FEM package COMSOL Mul-
tiphysics (5.3a) [150] was also used to solve for the static response of the curved beam.
A 3D model was created following the dimensions mentioned above and then a 2D model
was obtained out of it. The stationary sidewall electrode (1000× 30× 3) µm3 was placed
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opposite to the curved beam and both of them were enclosed in air box of dimensions
(1000× 100× 270) µm3 to represent the electrostatic field. The beam was grounded while
the electrode voltage was set to VRMS as shown in Fig. 5.1. The boundary conditions fixed
the beam at its supports.
Tetrahedral elements were used to mesh the beam, air box and stationary electrode.
The total number of elements was 50,359 and their sizes varied in the range 10–80 µm.
The Electromechanics module was used to perform the static analysis. An applied voltage
was set initially to VRMS = 0 V and gradually increased in step of 5 V over the range of
0–150 V to capture the locations of the snap-through and pull-in voltages.
Figure 5.3 shows the mid-point deflection values calculated by the FEM models marked
by ( ) symbol and the ROMs employing three electrostatic field models: the traditional
parallel-plate model (orange lines) [1] as well as Palmer's model (magenta lines) [145] and
Kimbali's model (green lines) [146]. Comparing the results of the FEM and the parallel-
plate ROM shows that ignoring the fringing field underestimates the electrostatic force and
overestimates the saddle-node bifurcation points.
The ROMs accounting for the electrostatic fringing field compare well with the FEM.
We found that the snap-through occurs at point S with voltage of (VS = 100.53 V), pull-in
occurs at point P with voltage of (VP = 136.44 V) and snap back occurs at point B with
voltage of (VB = 89.01 V), respectively. Henceforth, we adopt Kimbali's model because it
better matches the FEM results.
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Figure 5.3: The beam mid-point deflection ws(0.5) as a function of the RMS voltage
using the five-symmetric modes ROM with parallel-plate model marked with orange lines,
Palmer's model marked with magenta lines, Kimbali's model marked with green lines and
FEM marked with ( ) symbol. The branches of stable equilibria are marked in solid lines
and branches of unstable equilibria are marked in dashed lines.
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5.2 Variation of the Natural Frequency under Elec-
trostatic Forcing
We investigate the impact of the electrostatic field strength represented by the RMS of the
voltage waveform on the fundamental natural frequency of the curved micro-beam with
dimensions listed above in section 5.1 as a function of the RMS voltage. Toward this,
we substitute the static results obtained by employing a ROM with three symmetric, two
anti-symmetric modes, and the electrostatic fringing field model using Kimbali expression
into Eq. (4.83) and then solve for the corresponding eigenvalues5.
The first four natural frequencies (fi) were calculated using the ROM and they corre-
spond to the first in-plane symmetric mode, the first in-plane anti-symmetric mode, the
second in-plane symmetric mode and the second in-plane anti-symmetric mode as shown
in Figs. 4.3(a) and (b).
Zone I in Fig. 5.4 shows that the first natural frequency (f1 = 38.49 kHz at 0 VRMS)
marked with orange line (—) continuously drops along the first stable branch of equilibria,
corresponding to the initial curvature, and it reaches zero at the snap-through voltage
VS = 100.53 V. Then, it increases as the RMS voltage increases along the second branch
of equilibria marked as Zone III, corresponding to the initial counter-curvature, until it
researches f1 = 37.27 kHz and then it suddenly drops and reaches zero at the pull-in
voltage VP = 136.44 V. The first drop indicates that the geometric nonlinearities dominate
the electrostatic force nonlinearities. However, after the snap-through, the beam becomes
closer to the electrode and, therefore, the electrostatic force nonlinearities dominate the
geometric nonlinearities.
5The reason for considering the anti-symmetric modes is to investigate the changing in their frequencies
as a function of the RMS voltage.
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Figure 5.4: Variation in the first four natural frequencies of the curved beam as a function
of the RMS voltage along: the first symmetric in-plane marked with orange line (—), first
anti-symmetric in-plane marked with magenta line (—), second symmetric in-plane marked
with green line (—) and second anti-symmetric in-plane brown line (—). Zone I represents
the first stable equilibrium, corresponding to the beam initial curvature, Zone II represents
two stable equilibria at the same RMS voltage and Zone III represents the second stable
equilibrium, corresponding to the beam initial counter-curvature.
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Decreasing the RMS voltage along the second branch and beyond the snap-through
point reduces the natural frequency until it reaches zero at the snap back voltage of VB
= 89.01 V. The figure shows a region between the snap back and snap-through points
marked as Zone II where the beam exhibits two natural frequencies at the same RMS
voltage. The first value corresponds to the small oscillation around the initial curvature
equilibrium position and the second value corresponds to another oscillation around the
initial counter-curvature equilibrium position. We note that the two configurations have
the same natural frequency of f1 = 90.5 kHz at VRMS = 93.63 V.
The second natural frequency (f2 = 63.3 kHz at 0 VRMS) marked with a solid magenta
line (—) also varies continuously as the RMS voltage increases. It does not evince a
discontinuity as the equilibrium position jumps from the first to the second stable branches
of solution at the snap-through point. Similarly, the third natural frequency (f3 = 129.1 kHz
at 0 VRMS) marked with a solid green line (—) and the fourth natural frequency (f4 =
205.2 kHz at 0 VRMS) marked with a solid brown line (—) vary within a small range of
the RMS voltage. However, they show jumps to higher values after the snap-through. We
note that these higher frequencies do not reach zero either at the snap-through nor at the
pull-in points due to their strong geometric nonlinearities.
The FEM model was also used to validate these results and to evaluate the accuracy
of ROM with a straight beam mode shapes to that of an initially curved beam. Figure 5.5
shows the variation in the natural frequencies of the first three modes obtained analytically
using the ROM (solid lines) and numerically using the FEM marked as ( ) symbols. In
Fig. 5.5(a), the fundamental natural frequency f1 drops twice to zero at the snap-through
and pull-in voltages. However, the second frequency f2 does not reach zero at either the
snap-through voltage nor at the pull-in voltage as shown in Fig. 5.5(b). We observed an
excellent agreement along the two branches of stable equilibria.
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Additionally, we examine the model's validity by repeating the previous analysis for
the third frequency f3. We found that a deviation between the models is slightly growing
along the second branch of equilibria as shown in Fig. 5.5(c). This is due to the limited
number of the straight beam modes begin used in the Galerkin expansions compared to
the FEM of the curved beam.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.5: Variation of the first three natural frequencies as a function of the RMS voltages
obtained using the ROM (solid line) and the FEM marked by ( ) symbol of: (a) the
fundamental natural frequency f1 corresponding to the first in-plane symmetric mode, (b)
the second frequency f2 corresponding to the first in-plane anti-symmetric mode and (c)
the third frequency f3 corresponding to the second in-plane symmetric mode.
A comparison between the mode shapes of straight and curved beams at 0 VRMS was
carried out to visualize those deviations at the higher frequencies. Figure 5.6 shows the
normalized mode shapes. where the y-axis is normalized with respect to the peak value of
each mode and the x-axis is normalized with respect to the beam's length (`b).
The first symmetric mode φ1(x) obtained for the curved beam is slightly wider than
that of the straight beam. The second mode φ2(x) is similar in both cases while the third
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mode φ3(x) exhibits some differences. On the other hand, no major changes are observed
in the fourth mode φ4(x) as shown in Fig. 5.6.
Figure 5.6: The first four mode shapes φi(x) at VRMS = 0 V of: straight beam mode shapes
marked as (solid lines) and actual mode shapes of curved beam obtained by the FEM and
marked as (dashed lines).
These results confirm that using the straight beam mode shapes as a basis functions
in the Galerkin expansion is sufficient to solve for the lowest eigenvalues of the initially
curved beam at 0 VRMS. However, these modes start changing their shapes as the RMS
voltage increases and approaches the snap-through and the pull-in voltages specially for
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the higher modes. To achieve excellent agreement between the two models, a higher order
approximation or using the actual mode shapes of the curved beam is required.
5.3 Dynamic Response
The dynamic response has been investigated by subjecting the beam to a frequency sweep
test in the vicinity of the fundamental frequency (f1). In this analysis, the signal frequency
fex was swept-up and down in a frequency range of 0–50 kHz, the quality factor Q was set
to 15, the forcing signal was set to two levels: low VDC and VAC (linear case) and high
VDC and VAC (nonlinear case).
Both levels correspond to an RMS voltage with only a single equilibrium point in the
initial curvature. The frequency-response curve (FRC) was obtained using Long-Time
Integration (LTI) with a time period Ts and the shooting method to generate periodic
orbits and to determine their stability by evaluating their Floquet multipliers [148].
5.3.1 Linear Case
To dynamically evaluate the response of the beam mid-point displacement amplitude (w)
and root-mean square (RMS) velocity (ẇ), Eq. (4.86) was integrated over a long-time
period of 500 Ts using the ROM with a five-mode approximation. Then, the time-histories
were evaluated over the last 200 signal periods to obtain the steady-state response.
The variation of the beam mid-point displacement amplitude and the RMS velocity
obtained under a voltage waveform with VDC = VAC = 2 V and a frequency swept-up in
the range of 5–50 kHz are shown in Fig. 5.7(a) and (b), respectively. This forcing level
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corresponds to an RMS voltage of 2.44 V with an equilibrium point of ≈ 3.49 µm as shown
in Fig. 5.3.
Figures 5.7 show that as the signal frequency increases, the response increases until
it hits a superharmonic resonance of order-two at fex =
1
2
f1, corresponding to a phase
portrait with two orbits, and then increases until it approaches primary resonance at
fex = f1, corresponding to a phase-portrait with a single orbit (P-1). We note that the
response is linear at this forcing level.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.7: FRCs of the initially curved beam at VDC = VAC =2 V of the beam mid-point:
(a) displacement amplitude and (b) RMS velocity. The results obtained analytically using
LTI are marked with symbols and shooting method are marked as solid black lines (—)
for stable branches of solution.
The peaks appear in Figs. 5.7(a) and (b) came from the fact that the electrostatic force
is a multi-frequency excitation. It can be seen by observing that the electrostatic force is
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proportional to the square of the voltage waveform
Fex ∝ V(t)2 = (VDC + VAC cos(2πfext))2
= V
2

































AC, a lower harmonic component at fex proportional to 2VDCVAC, and





AC. The higher harmonic excites
primary resonance when the signal frequency is at fex =
1
2
f1. While the lower harmonic
excites primary resonance when the signal frequency is at fex = f1.
Excellent agreement is observed between the LTI marked as (symbols) and the shooting
method marked as (solid lines) where only stable branches of the solutions were observed6.
We note that these small oscillations occur in an energy well called ‘narrow well’.
5.3.2 Nonlinear Case
As previously discussed in section 5.2, the electrostatic force has a significant softening
effect on the beam's stiffness through its static component VDC. This leads to a reduction
in the natural frequencies. Adding a high VAC results in large and complex motions
characterized by two types of oscillations: a branch of small motions in a narrow well
(linear case), a branch of medium-sized and large motions in a wider well [62]. These
oscillations will be addressed in detail in the following.
As a case study, we increase the voltage waveform to VDC = VAC = 40 V corresponds
to an RMS voltage of 48.98 V with only a one equilibrium point of 3.27 µm and a saddle-
node bifurcation of −10.93 µm as shown in Fig. 5.3. The variation of the beam mid-point
6In this case, there was no Floquet multiplier exits the unit circle.
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displacement amplitude and the RMS velocity obtained under this voltage waveform and
a signal frequency fex swept-up in the range of 0–50 kHz are shown in Fig. 5.8(a) and (b),
respectively.
The results obtained using LTI are marked with symbols. The shooting method stable
branches of solution are marked with solid black lines (—) and the unstable branches of
solution are marked with dashed red lines (- -). A complex dynamic response with multiple
jumps up and down in addition to the co-existence of three stable branches of solution were
observed.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.8: FRCs of the initially curved beam at VDC = VAC = 40 V of the beam mid-point:
(a) displacement amplitude and (b) RMS velocity. The results obtained analytically using
LTI are marked with symbols and shooting method are marked as solid black lines (—)
for stable branches of solution and dashed red lines (- -) for unstable branches of solution.
The results obtained using LTI, displacement amplitude marked with ( ) symbols and
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RMS velocity marked with ( ) symbols, show that the responses gradually increase as the
signal frequency increases until it hits a train of superharmonic resonances of: order-four
at fex = 9 kHz, order-three at fex = 12 kHz and order-two at fex = 16.5 kHz. They
crosspound to phase portraits shown in Figs. 5.9(a)–(c). Beyond that point, the response
jumps up to an upper branch of solutions and then it increases as the signal frequency
approaches the primary resonance.
Then, it jumps up at fex = 29.4 kHz to an upper branch of stable solutions and
its magnitude smoothly increases as the signal frequency further increases. This jump
corresponds to a larger displacement around the equilibrium point in the wider well as
shown in Fig. 5.8(a). To illustrate this motion, a phase-portrait at a signal frequency of
fex = 30.5 kHz with a single orbit (P-1) is shown in Fig. 5.9(d). It indicates that the motion
crosses the reference line and visiting far away area measured from the initial curvature.
After that, the mid-point magnitude jumps down to the lower branch of solutions as
the signal frequency reaches fex = 30.74 kHz. The jump up and down in primary resonance
vicinity has a discontinuity in the response resulting in a frequency band of 1.34 kHz as
shown in Figs. 5.8(a) and (b), respectively. To investigate the stability and bifurcation
types associated with those jumps which appear at the superharmonic and the primary
resonances, we utilized the shooting method.
Figures. 5.8(a) and (b) show a train of superharmonic resonances of order-four, three
and two along the branch of small stable solutions marked as solid black lines with phase-
portraits similar to those presented in Figs. 5.9(a)–(c). A further increase in the signal
frequency leads to increase in the magnitude until it jumps up at fex = 16.67 kHz to an
upper stable branch of solutions through a cyclic-fold bifurcation demarcated by CF1 ( ).
At point CF1, a Floquet multiplier exits the unit circle through +1 as the lower branch of
stable solutions meets a branch of unstable solutions marked as a dashed red line.
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(a) fex = 9 kHz (b) fex = 12 kHz
(c) fex = 16.5 kHz (d) fex = 30.5 kHz
Figure 5.9: The phase-portraits around the stable equilibrium marked as ( ) symbol at
voltage waveform VDC = VAC = 40 V shows superharmonic resonance along the branch of
small oscillations of: (a) order-four at fex = 9 kHz, (b) order-three at fex = 12 kHz and
(c) order-two at fex = 16.5 kHz and (d) forced resonance with P-1 orbit at fex = 30.5 kHz.
Furthermore, the response increases as the signal frequency approaches the primary
resonance and then it jumps up at fex = 30.74 kHz to a new branch of stable solutions
through another cyclic-fold bifurcation marked CF3 ( ). This branch corresponds to a
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first branch of a stable solution in the wider well, medium-sized oscillations, as shown in
Figs. 5.8. At this bifurcation point, the stable branch meets another unstable branch of
solutions and loses its stability where a Floquet multiplier exits the unit circle through +1.
Increasing the signal frequency after the jump up, results in deformations in the orbit
shape indicated by variations in the beam mid-point displacement amplitude, Fig. 5.8(a),
and its RMS velocity, Fig. 5.8(b), until it smoothly evolves into the branch of small oscil-
lations beyond fex = 30.74 kHz and reduces the magnitude as it approaches P-1 orbits.
On the other hand, decreasing the signal frequency along the medium-sized branch,
the response increases until it jumps up to a second branch of stable oscillation in the
wider well, large oscillations, at fex = 29.66 kHz through a cyclic-fold bifurcation marked
as CF5 ( ). At this point, the branch of stable solutions meets another unstable branch of
solutions.
Keep increasing the frequency along the large branch of oscillations increases the mid-
point displacement amplitude, Fig. 5.8(a) and its RMS velocity, Fig. 5.8(b), until it goes
through a pull-in instability, marked as dynamic pull-in, and jumping down into contact
with the sidewall electrode at a signal frequency of fex = 34.47 kHz where there are no
stable equilibria beyond this point.
Decreasing the signal frequency along the same branch decreases the response which
eventually jumps down at fex = 24.25 kHz to the small branch of oscillations through
a cyclic-fold bifurcation marked CF4 ( ). At this point, the larger branch of oscillations
meets the second unstable branch of oscillations. Further reduction in the signal frequency
beyond CF1 leads to increasing in the mid-point response until it meets the first unstable
branch of solutions in a cyclic-fold bifurcation marked as CF2 ( ) at fex = 13.45 kHz.
A frequency band of 10.12 kHz was observed between CF3 and the dynamic pull-in
point. This band is wider than that obtained by LTI as clearly shown in Figs. 5.8(a)
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and (b). We note that the primary resonance has hardening effect and superharmonic
resonance has softening effect due to the interaction in the system's nonlinearities [51,62].




We experimentally investigate the response of two classes of dubbed actuator I and actuator
II. The actuators' as-designed dimensions are listed in Table 5.2. The actuation signal is
supplied via a function generator and a voltage amplifier to the sidewall electrode while
the curved micro-beam is grounded as shown in Fig. 5.10.
A negligible parasitic resistance R appears along the lines connecting the actuator to
the voltage amplifier. A parasitic capacitance C appears across the substrate. A Laser
Doppler Vibrometer (LDV) [151] is utilized to measure the in-plane motion of the beam
mid-point while the actuator is tilted 70◦ [152] with respect to the horizon.
Table 5.2: Actuators as-designed dimensions in (µm).
`b hb h◦ b d
Actuator I 1000 3 3.5 30 11.5





















Figure 5.10: A schematic diagram of the experimental setup.
5.4 Actuator I
The natural frequencies of the actuator I were measured experimentally by applying a
pulse train to the sidewall electrode with an amplitude of VPI = 18 V, a signal frequency
of fex = 1 kHz and a duty cycle of 0.8 %. The velocity of the mid-point ẇ was measured
and the FFT of that signal was obtained to identify the dominant modes in the frequency
domain, see Fig. 5.11(a). They were found to be the first in-plane bending mode, shown
in Fig. 5.11(b), found at fin = 29 kHz and the first out-of-plane bending mode, shown




(b) 1st in-plane mode
(c) 1st out-of-plane mode
Figure 5.11: (a) FFT of the measured mid-point velocity ẇ for actuator I under the pulse
train VPI = 18 V, fex = 1 kHz and duty cycle 0.8 % showing its fundamental frequencies,
(b) the first in-plane bending mode and (c) the first out-of-plane bending mode.
The fundamental natural frequency (fin) was used to estimate the beam dimensions
as-fabricated. This parameter identification technique [153] arrived at identical dimensions
except for the structural layer thickness, the beam initial rise and electrostatic gap esti-
mated as hb = 1.9 µm, h◦ = 2.9 µm and d = 8 µm, respectively. The differences between
the designed and fabricated values are within the fabrication process uncertainty limits.
The identified dimensions were used to build a FEM of the actuator I using COMSOL
software [150] and to obtain the mode shapes shown in Figs. 5.11 (b) and (c). A tetrahedral
element was used to mesh the actuator with size varied in the range of 1080 µm. The sim-
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ulated first in-plane and out-of-plane eigenvalues matched those measured experimentally.
5.4.1 Static Response
Figure 5.12: The beam mid-point deflection ws(0.5) of actuator I as a function of RMS
voltage calculated from ROMs employing two, three and five symmetric modes. Stable
equilibria are marked by solid lines and unstable equilibria are marked by dotted lines.
Using the identified dimensions and two-, three- and five-mode ROMs obtained from
Eq. (4.77), we found the static equilibria of the micro-beam mid-point displacement ws(0.5)
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as a function of RMS voltage7. In all three cases, two branches of stable equilibria (marked
by solid lines) and two branches of unstable equilibria (marked by dotted lines) are observed
as shown in Fig. 5.12. The results show that at least three modes are required in the
Galerkin expansion for model convergence. Therefore, we adopt a five-mode ROM in the
rest of this work.
The results show that the beam approaches the straight position (marked as a reference
line) with increasing RMS voltage and the mid-point rise decreasing along an upper branch
of stable equilibria (corresponding to the initial curvature) until it meets a branch of
unstable equilibria at a saddle-node bifurcation marked S (VS = 39.5 V). This leads to a
snap-through, where the beam jumps-down (along the line from S to ST) towards a lower
branch of stable equilibria (corresponding to the initial counter-curvature). Increasing
the voltage beyond that point, increases the mid-point counter rise along the lower stable
branch until it reaches another saddle-node bifurcation marked P (VP = 43.2 V) where it
meets the another branch of unstable equilibria and goes through “pull-in” jumping-down
into contact with sidewall electrode. Beyond this point, there are no stable equilibria.
On the other hand, decreasing the RMS voltage after snap-through reduces the mid-
point counter-deflection along the lower stable branch until it meets the first unstable
branch in a third saddle-node bifurcation marked B (VB = 26.45 V). As a result, the beam
snaps-back, jumping-up (along the line from B to R), towards the upper branch of stable
equilibria (initial curvature). The two jumps demarcate a hysteresis region in the beam
response. Figure 5.13 shows scanning electron microscopy (SEM) pictures for the curved
beam configurations before (a) and after (b) the snap-through action.




Figure 5.13: SEM pictures showing the curved beam configurations: (a) before (initial
curvature) and (b) after (counter initially curvature) the snap-through motion.
5.4.2 Dynamic Response
The dynamic response of the actuator I was measured experimentally under the voltage
waveform VDC = VAC = 18 V. The RMS of this waveform is VRMS = 22.05 V. It corresponds
to a single stable equilibrium ws = 2.69 µm near the initial beam curvature as shown in
Fig. 5.12. To examine the resonant response of the first in-plane mode, the signal frequency
was swept-up in a range of 5–45 kHz. Then, the time-histories of the mid-point velocity ẇ
was measured using Laser-Doppler Vibrometer (LDV).
The frequency-response curve, Fig. 5.14, was constructed by evaluating the RMS veloc-
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Figure 5.14: The measured frequency-response curve of the mid-point RMS velocity for
VDC = VAC = 18 V shows three stable branches of oscillations: a branch of small orbits
correspond to oscillations in a narrow-well and two branches of medium and large orbits
corresponding to oscillations in a wider-well. The jump-up through cyclic-fold bifurcation
is marked with ( ) symbol and the jump-down is marked with ( ) symbol.
ity over a window of 20,000 signal periods as a function of the signal frequency. It shows
evidence of the superharmonic resonance of order two at fex = 13.32 kHz and the super-
harmonic resonance of order three at fex = 9.17 kHz. The response increases as the signal
frequency approaches primary resonance until it jumps-up at fex = 22.65 kHz through a
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cyclic-fold bifurcation, marked CF1 ( ), from a branch of small orbits, corresponding to
oscillations in a narrow-well around the stable equilibrium, to a branch of large orbits,
oscillations in a wider-well around the same equilibrium.
Beyond that point, the orbit size decreases as the signal frequency increases eventually
jumping-down at fex = 24.85 kHz, through a bifurcation point marked JD1 ( ), from the
large orbits branch to a branch of ‘medium’ orbits, also corresponding to oscillations in
the wider-well. As the signal frequency further increases, the response undergoes a second
jump-up through a cyclic-fold bifurcation at fex = 28.42 kHz, marked CF2 ( ), from the
branch of medium orbits to the large orbits branch.
Beyond this point, the size of oscillations along the large orbits branch shrink as the
signal frequency increases until it jumps-down at fex = 34.9 kHz through a bifurcation
point, marked JD2 ( ), to the small orbits branch. The size of oscillations along the small
orbits branch continues to decrease as the signal frequency further increases.
We note, therefore, that the double-peaks appearing in the vicinity of primary reso-
nance are a result of the co-existence of three stable branches of orbits (solutions). The
mechanisms underlying these branches are related to primary resonance oscillations of the
beam around its stable equilibrium in a narrow-well, for the smaller branch, and a wider-
well for the two larger branches, medium-sized and large. The response jumps-up from the
narrow-well to the wider-well branches at CF1 and jumps-down again to the narrow-well
at JD2, Fig. 5.14.
To investigate those motions, we solved Eq. (4.86) by applying the shooting method
[148] to generate the periodic orbits and to determine their stability by evaluating their
Floquet multipliers. The simulated frequency-response curve of the beam mid-point RMS
velocity, Fig. 5.15, is composed of three branches of stable solutions, marked by solid
blue lines (—), and labeled as: small, medium and large and three unstable branches of
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solution, marked by dashed red lines (- -). It is qualitatively similar to the experimental
frequency-response curve although differences in peak magnitudes can be observed.
Figure 5.15: The simulated frequency-response curve of the mid-point RMS velocity of
actuator I for VDC = VAC = 18 V shows three branches of stable oscillations marked solid
blue lines (—). They are a branch of small orbits corresponding to oscillations in a narrow-
well and two branches of medium-sized and large orbits corresponding to oscillations in a
wider-well and three branches of unstable oscillations marked dashed red lines (- -).
Figure 5.15 also shows a train of superharmonic resonances with their peaks appearing
at fex = 6.25 kHz for order four, fex = 8.24 kHz for order three and fex = 10.9 kHz for order
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two. Increasing the signal frequency beyond the cyclic-fold bifurcation, marked by CF1 ( ),
at fex = 11.1 kHz results in a sudden jump-up to an upper branch of stable solutions. At
point CF1, a Floquet multiplier exits the unit circle through +1 as the smaller branch of
stable solutions meets another branch of unstable solutions.
Decreasing the signal frequency along the upper branch of stable solutions, the orbits
undergoes a series of period-doubling bifurcations and reverse period-doubling bifurcation
before losing stability at fex = 9.06 kHz. The experimental frequency-response curve,
Fig. 5.14, shows evidence of irregularity in the vicinity of the superharmonic resonance
of order two at fex = 13.09 kHz and 15.01 kHz suggesting the presence of this complex
behavior. However, this behavior is replicated in primary resonance at a larger scale and,
therefore, will be studied in details there.
Figure 5.15 shows that the response magnitude increases as the signal frequency ap-
proaches primary resonance until it jumps-up at fex = 20.07 kHz through another cyclic-
fold bifurcation, marked as CF2 ( ), from the branch of small to a branch of medium-sized,
corresponds to the first branch of stable solutions in the wider-well.
The branch of small solutions disappears at CF2 where it meets a branch of unstable
solutions. Increasing the signal frequency after the jump-up, results in deformations in the
orbit shape indicated by variations in the beam RMS velocity until it smoothly evolves
into the branch of small orbits beyond fex = 25.5 kHz, Fig. 5.15.
On the other hand, decreasing the signal frequency after the jump-up results in a
similar behavior until the response encounters a cyclic-fold bifurcation, marked CF3 ( ), at
fex = 17.26 kHz. At that point, the response may jump-up to a branch of large oscillations,
a second branch of stable solutions in the wider-well, or jumps-down to the branch of small
oscillations in the narrow-well.
Increasing the signal frequency further along the large branch results in variation in
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the RMS velocity as the orbit shape deforms until the beam goes into “pull-in” through a
fourth cyclic-fold bifurcation, marked as CF4 ( ), at fex = 21.25 kHz. At that point, the
beam jumps-down into contact with sidewall electrode and lost its stability. Decreasing
the frequency along the same branch results in a similar behavior ending in jumps-down
to the branch of small oscillations in the narrow well at fex = 12.51 kHz to the branch of
small oscillations through a fifth cyclic fold bifurcation, marked as CF5 ( ).
Three branches of stable solutions co-exist in the shaded region of the frequency re-
sponse curve shown in Fig. 5.15. They result in a complex dynamic behavior as discussed
above. To elucidate this behavior, we constructed a bifurcation diagram in Fig. 5.16 for
this frequency range of 12.56–23 kHz by stacking one-sided Poincar section of the displace-
ment w as the orbit crosses the velocity axis ẇ = 0 with a positive slope, on the side of
the equilibrium point closer to sidewall electrode. It provides a detailed description of the
dynamic response along each of the three stable branches of solution.
At the high-frequency end, a single period-one (P-1) orbit appears corresponding to
the smooth transition region from the branch of small oscillations in the narrow-well to
the branch of medium-sized oscillations in the wider-well marked as black line (—). The
branch of medium-sized orbits encounters a bubble structure composed of a cascade of
period-doubling bifurcations followed by a cascade of reverse period-doubling bifurcations
as the signal frequency is swept-down. The first period-doubling bifurcation occurs at
fex = 21.1 kHz where a Floquet multiplier exits the unit circle through -1. The second and
third period-doubling bifurcations occur at fex = 19.02 kHz and fex = 18.7 kHz. Phase
portraits of the resulting stable P-2, P-4 and P-8 orbits are shown Figs. 5.17(a)–(c).
The reverse period-doubling bifurcations occur at fex = 18.46 kHz, fex = 18.32 kHz
and fex = 18.08 kHz, in the process reducing the P-8 orbits shown above to P-1 orbits
for frequencies less than 18.08 kHz where the bubble structure is closed. Orbits along the
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medium-sized branch shrink as frequency decreases further. The branch terminates in a
cyclic-fold bifurcation, marked CF3 ( ), resulting in a jump to the branch of large orbits,
marked as a green line (—), or a jump to the branch of small orbits, Fig. 5.16.
Figure 5.16: A bifurcation diagram of the shaded region in the frequency-response curve
constructed by stacking one-sided Poincar sections of the displacement w at positive slope
crossings of the axis ẇ = 0 along: a small orbits branch, superharmonic orbits marked
in magenta (—) and P-1 orbits marked in blue (—). A branch of medium-sized orbits is
marked in black (—) and a branch of large orbits is marked in green (—).
The branch of small orbits is composed of a superharmonic resonant orbits marked as
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a magenta line (—) and P-1 orbits marked in blue line (—). Comparing Figs. 5.15 and
5.16, we note that the bubble structure corresponds to the region between the two peaks
in the frequency response curve while the peaks correspond to jumps from the branches of
small and medium-sized orbits to the branch of large orbits.
(a) P-2 (b) P-4 (c) P-8
Figure 5.17: Phase portraits under the voltage waveform VDC = VAC = 18 V corresponding
to a single stable equilibrium of ws = 2.69 µm: (a) P-2 at fex = 19.03 kHz, (b) P-4 at
fex = 18.73 kHz and (c) P-8 fex = 18.53 kHz.
To illustrate the relationships among the three branches of stable solutions and their
potential wells, we show in Fig. 5.18 phase portraits of all three stable orbits at a signal
frequency of fex = 17.5 kHz where the three branches co-exist. The large orbit (—)
encompasses the small (—) and medium-sized (—) orbits. It can also be seen that the
medium-sized and large orbits visit areas of phase-space far away from the equilibrium
point ws in contrast to the small orbit indicating that they oscillate in a much wider
potential well than the small orbit.
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Figure 5.18: Phase portraits of three co-existing solution, small in blue (—), medium-sized
in black (—) and large in green (—), under the voltage waveform VDC = VAC = 18 V,
corresponding to a single stable equilibrium of ws = 2.69 µm, and a signal frequency of
fex = 17.5 kHz.
5.5 Actuator II
Actuators I and II are identical in dimensions except that the initial rise of II is h◦ = 3.6 µm.
Its natural frequencies were measured experimentally by applying a pulse train with an
amplitude of VPI = 30 V, a signal frequency of fex = 1 kHz and a duty cycle of 0.8 %.
The mid-point velocity ẇ was measured and the FFT of that signal was obtained. The
dominate peaks were found to be the first and second in-plane bending modes at f1 ≈
35 kHz and f2 ≈ 79 kHz, respectively.
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To investigate the motions of the first in-plane bending mode, the beam was excited with
the signal waveform VDC = 30 V and VAC = 7.5 V resulting in a single stable equilibrium
at ws = 3.29 µm. The FFT of the measured mid-point velocity was reported in the linear
scale (mm/s) at four discrete signal frequencies. The superharmonic resonance of order-
two was observed at a signal frequency of fex = 13 kHz, Fig. 5.19(a), with the resonant
(dominant) peak appearing at 2f . Increasing the signal frequency to fex = 18 kHz showed
a forced response with the dominant peak at f and smaller peaks at its integer multiples of
2f and 3f as shown in Fig. 5.19(b). These responses correspond to the branch of smaller
oscillations in the narrow-well.
(a) fex = 13 kHz (b) fex = 18 kHz
Figure 5.19: FFTs of the measured mid-point velocity (ẇ) for actuator II under the voltage
waveform VDC = 30 V and VAC = 7.5 V at four discrete signal frequencies: (a) superhar-
monic response at fex = 13 kHz and (b) forced response at fex = 18 kHz.
Increasing the signal frequency to fex = 26 kHz sees a large increase in mid-point
velocity, Fig. 5.20(a), corresponding to the branch of large oscillations in the wider well
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underlying the first peak in Fig. 5.14. Beyond that frequency, the response jumps-down to
the branch of medium-sized oscillations as detailed below. The response jumps-up again
to the large branch as observed at the signal frequency of fex = 28.5 kHz as shown in
Fig. 5.20(b). This corresponds to the second peak in Fig. 5.14.
(a) fex = 26 kHz (b) fex = 28.54 kHz
Figure 5.20: FFTs of the measured mid-point velocity (ẇ) for actuator II under the voltage
waveform VDC = 30 V and VAC = 7.5 V at four discrete signal frequencies: (a) resonant
response at fex = 26 kHz and (b) resonant response at fex = 28.5 kHz.
A detailed examination of oscillations along the medium-sized branch is presented in
Figs. 5.21 and 5.22. FFTs of the mid-point velocity at six discrete signal frequencies are
reported in linear (mm/s) and dB scale (0dB = 1 m/s) to better capture smaller features.
Under the larger forcing level applied to actuator II, a chaotic attractor develops within
the bubble structure. FFTs of the actuator response within the attractor are shown in
Figs. 5.21(a) linear and (b) dB scales at a signal frequency of fex = 26.75 kHz. The figures
demonstrate evidence of chaos with a wide-based spectrum and an elevated noise-floor.
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(a) Linear scale (b) dB scale
Figure 5.21: FFTs of the measured mid-point velocity (ẇ) for actuator II under the signal
waveform VDC = 30 V and VAC = 7.5 V and signal frequency of fex = 26.75 kHz show
evidence of a chaotic attractor in: (a) linear scale and (b) dB scale.
Odd-periodic windows appear also within the attractor including period-three (P-
3), period-five (P-5) and period-six (P-6) windows observed at the signal frequencies
fex = 26.44 kHz, fex = 26.83 kHz and fex = 27.19 kHz and shown in Figs. 5.22(a)–
(f), respectively. We note that the response amplitude along this branch is significantly
lower than that observed on the larger branch at fex = 26 kHz, Fig. 5.20(a).
Increasing the signal frequency along the medium-sized branch, the chaotic attractor
terminates in a cascade of reverse period-doubling bifurcations as the orbit size shrinks. A
period-four (P-4) orbit appears at fex = 27.27 kHz, Fig. 5.22(g) linear and (h) dB scales,
and period-two (P-2) appears at fex = 27.38 kHz, Fig. 5.22(i) linear and (j) dB scales.
At the upper end of this branch, the response undergoes a second jump-up through a
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cyclic-fold bifurcation to the large branch of oscillations with a period-one (P-1) orbit as
shown in Fig. 5.20(b).
(a) Linear scale (b) dB scale
P-3 at fex = 26.44 kHz
(c) Linear scale (d) dB scale
P-5 at fex = 26.83 kHz
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(e) Linear scale (f) dB scale
P-6 at fex = 27.19 kHz
(g) Linear scale (h) dB scale
P-4 at fex = 27.27 kHz
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(i) Linear scale (j) dB scale
P-2 at fex = 27.38 kHz
Figure 5.22: FFTs of the measured mid-point velocity (ẇ) in dB scale for actuator II
under the signal waveform VDC = 30 V and VAC = 7.5 V shows evidence of a chaotic
attractor with odd windows: a period-three (P-3) orbit at fex = 26.44 kHz (a) linear and
(b) dB scales, a period-five (P-5) orbit at fex = 26.83 kHz (c) linear and (d) dB scales
and a period-six (P-6) orbit at fex = 27.19 kHz (e) linear and (f) dB scales. Evidence
of a cascade of reverse period-doubling bifurcations is also shown with (g) linear and (h)
dB scales a period-four (P-4) orbit at fex = 27.27 kHz and a period-two (P-2) orbit at
fex = 27.38 kHz (i) linear and (j) dB scales.
5.6 Summary
This chapter investigated the static and dynamic responses of the electrostatically excited
initially curved micro-beam which it serves as a platform for the micro-tweezers' arms.
We carried out a convergence analysis to determine the required number of mode in the
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Galerkin expansion. We found that at least three symmetric modes are required for the
model convergence. Evidence of multiple stable solutions around only one stable equilib-
rium was observed analytically and experimentally. The transition between these branches
leads to a complex behavior. A cascade of period-doubling bifurcations and a cascade
of reverse period-doubling bifurcations along the medium-sized branch were observed in




This chapter provides criteria for the design of electrostatic arch micro-tweezers. It can be
operated in two modes: a traditional quasi-static mode and a dynamic mode. To satisfy
this criteria, we carry out a detailed static analysis and modal response of the micro-
tweezers to establish their operational modes using a finite-element model (FEM) and a
Reduced-Order model (ROM). Finally, we study the adequacy of standard ROM based on
straight beam mode shapes as basis functions in representing the tweezers response.
6.1 Static Operational Mode
6.1.1 Platform Deflection
We consider the prototype I, Fig. 3.1, with the dimensions listed in section 3.1.2. The
change in its mid-point deflection as a function of the RMS voltage was evaluated using
Eq. (4.76). In this analysis, the arms are modeled as rigid bodies in the ROM.
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Figure 6.1 shows two branches of stable equilibria marked as solid lines (—) and two
branches of unstable equilibria marked as dashed lines (- -) obtained by solving a five-mode
ROM approximation and taking into account the effect of the electrostatic fringing field
modeled by Kimbali [146]. The results are then compared to those obtained by the FEM
with flexible arms marked as ( ) symbol and without flexible arms marked as ( ) symbol.
Note that only stable branches of the solutions are reported from the FEM models.
The figure also shows that the mid-point deflection ws(0.5) decreases as the RMS voltage
increases along the first branch of stable equilibria and corresponding to the beam initial
curvature until it jumps down, along the line from S to ST, towards the second branch
of stable equilibria and corresponding to the initial counter-curvature. This jump down
corresponds to the snap-through. We note that at the jumping point, the stable branch of
solutions meets the first branch of unstable solutions in a saddle-node bifurcation marked
as point S (VS = 100.53 V).
Increasing the voltage beyond the snap-through VS increases the counter deflection
of the mid-point along the second stable branch of solutions until it loses its stability at
point P (VP = 136.35 V) by going down into contact with the sidewall electrode through
another bifurcation point demarcating the pull-in instability. At that point, the second
stable branch of solutions meets the second unstable branch of solutions. We note that
there are no physical stable equilibria beyond that point.
Decreasing the RMS voltage after point S decreases the counter deflection of the mid-
point along the second stable branch of solutions until it jumps along the line from B to R
towards the first stable branch of solutions, corresponds to the initial curvature. We note
that the second stable branch of solutions meets the first unstable branch of solutions in a
third saddle-node bifurcation marked as point B (VB = 89.01 V).
The FEM model was then used to examine the arms contribution on the static response
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of the tweezers' platform (curved beam). Toward this, a 3D FEM model similar to that
described in section 5.1 was built and then converted to a 2D model. A total of 50,359
tetrahedral elements were used to mesh the micro-tweezers. Their sizes varied in the range
of 10–80 µm.
Figure 6.1: Variation in the beam mid-point deflection ws(0.5) as a function of the RMS
voltage obtained using: a five-mode ROM accounting for the electrostatic fringing field.
The branches of stable solutions are marked as solid green lines (—) and the branches of
unstable solutions are marked as dashed green lines (- -). The FEM without arms are
marked as ( ) symbol and with flexible arms are marked as ( ) symbol.
The tweezers were grounded, Fig. 3.3, while the sidewall electrode voltage was set
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initially to VRMS = 0 V and increased gradually over the range of 0–150 V. It is a required
step to capture the locations of the snap-through and the pull-in voltages and to compare
their values to those without arms obtained using the five-mode ROM and the FEM.
Figure 6.1 shows that the ROM compares well with the FEM along the two stable
branches, marked as ( ) symbol, in the absence arms. However, introducing the flexible
arms, marked as ( ) symbol, increases the voltage requirement for the snap-through from
100.53 V to 105.18 V and reduces the voltage requirement for the pull-in from 136.35 V to
132.24 V. Indeed, the results are qualitatively similar with the arms although differences
along the second branch of stable equilibria can be observed.
Table 6.1 compares the snap-through and the pull-in voltages obtained using the five-
mode ROM and the FEM with and without the arms. It shows that the results are within
an acceptable range of agreement. We also found that the static response of the curved
micro-beam did not change significantly with the arms. Therefore, an Euler-Bernoulli
beam model of the curved beam alone is adequate to predict and analyze the tweezers'
static operating mode.
Table 6.1: Comparison of snap-through and pull-in voltages obtained using the ROM and
the 2D FEM.
Model VS (V) VB (V) VP (V)
ROM 100.53 88.8 136.35
FEM without arms 99.84 – 130.5
FEM with arms 105.18 – 132.24
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6.1.2 Grip Range
For pick-and-place tasks, the micro-tweezers is operated in a static mode by applying a
quasi-static voltage waveform to the sidewall electrode in order to change the arm tips
separation following a desired trajectory to approach, hold, and release micro-objects as
desired. Provided that the changes in voltage magnitude occur over much longer times
than the fundamental period, the response will remain close to that predicted by the static
analysis.
Figure 6.2: The tips separation as a function of RMS voltage calculated using the 2D FEM.
We found that for an applied voltage V(t) less than the snap-through voltage VS, the
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gap between the beam mid-point and the sidewall electrode decreases along a first branch
of stable equilibria, close to the initial curvature shown in Fig. 3.2(a). This allows the
tweezers arms to slowly approach each other and, therefore, hold and manipulate coarse
micro-objects with diameters in a range of 12.5–14 µm as shown in Fig. 6.2.
Increasing the voltage beyond VS leads to a jump down to a second branch of stable
equilibria in the vicinity of the initial counter-curvature shown in Fig. 3.2(b). This results
in a further reduction in the separation gap between the arm tips allowing the tweezers to
smoothly grasp, manipulate and release fine micro-objects with diameters in the range of
5–7.5 µm.
On the other hand, the pull-in instability occurs at a higher voltage not captured by the
large voltage step in this FEM simulation. The arms configuration along the first stable
branch and the second stable branch of solutions are clearly shown in Figs. 6.3(a) at VRMS
= 95 V and (b) at VRMS = 130 V, respectively.
(a) 95 V (b) 130 V
Figure 6.3: A snapshot of the arms configuration (a) before at VRMS = 95 V and (b) after
at VRMS = 130 V the snap-through.
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6.1.3 Dynamic Mode of Operation
In this section, we investigate the adequacy of this modeling paradigm, five-mode ROM,
in the study of the proposed dynamic operating mode. First, we investigate the impact
of dynamic operation on the tweezers functionality. In this case, the tweezers is operated
by applying a harmonic excitation with a frequency in the vicinity of one of the tweezers'
resonances.
This may have an impact on maintaining the arms rigidity, a necessary condition for the
tweezers functionality, since some modes may involve arms flexibility. The operating space
‘operational map’ of the tweezers should, therefore, include only those resonances that
do not excite modes involving arms flexibility. Furthermore, the actuated modes should
command arms motions that are in-phase allowing the arms to close on and to release the
object in tandem.
Towards that end, we carried out a modal analysis of the micro-tweezers using a 2D
FEM while varying the arms length `a over the range of 0–250 µm. We obtained the first
five symmetric (SY) and asymmetric (ASY) mode shapes φi(x) and eigenvalues ‘natural
frequencies’ fi throughout that range. Figure 6.4 shows that the natural frequencies of
the tweezers first symmetric, dotted black line (. . . ), and asymmetric, dotted magenta line
(. . . ), modes decrease smoothly as the arms length increases dropping from f1 = 38.48 kHz
to 23.68 kHz and from f2 = 63.25 kHz to 46.76 kHz, respectively.
At the limit of arms length `a = 250 µm, the arms maintains their rigidity as they
move in-phase towards each other and while the mounting platform deforms for both the
first symmetric, Fig. 6.5(a), and the first asymmetric, Fig. 6.5(b), modes. This shows that
tweezers with arms length throughout this examined range can use either of these modes
for the dynamic operation to tap and characterize micro-objects or to lyse cells.
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Figure 6.4: Variation of the first five natural frequencies, 1st SY mode (black), 1st ASY
mode (magenta), 2nd SY mode (green), 2nd ASY mode (orange) and 3rd SY mode (blue),
of the arch micro-tweezers as the arms length varies from 0 to 250 µm obtained using a 2D
FEM.
The natural frequencies of the second and third symmetric modes remain almost con-
stant up to an arms length of `a ≈ 70 µm and `a ≈ 65 µm at the points marked a and c
along the dotted green (. . . ) and blue (. . . ) lines in Fig. 6.4, respectively. We found that
the arms behave as rigid bodies throughout this initial range. However, their flexibility
becomes significant and the natural frequencies drop faster beyond that range.
Furthermore, the compliance of the beam sub-span between the two arms ‘middle sub-
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span’ is reduced as their length increase culminating in two interior nodes merging and
resulting in each mode resembling the symmetric mode below it at `a = 250 µm as shown
in Figs. 6.5(c) and (e). We note that those modes are not suitable for dynamic operation
in this range because of the arms' flexibility.
We also found that the natural frequency of the second asymmetric mode, dotted orange
line (. . . ) in Fig. 6.4, drops continuously as the arms length increases. Along this line,
the arms are rigid up to an arm lengths of `a ≈ 180 µm, marked as point b. Beyond that
length, they become flexible. The arms motions associated with this mode, Fig. 6.5(d),
are out-of-phase precluding its use in the dynamic operation.
(a) f1 = 23.68 kHz (b) f2 = 46.76 kHz
(c) f3 = 48.44 kHz (d) f4 = 44.46 kHz
(e) f5 = 154.66 kHz
Figure 6.5: (a) The first SY, (b) the first ASY, (c) the second SY, (d) the second ASY and
(e) the third SY mode shapes of the arch micro-tweezers with arms length of `a = 250 µm.
Finally, we found that the arms divide the beam span into a middle sub-span brackets
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by them and two outer sub-spans on either side of them. It results in crossover phenomena
among the mode shapes adding another limitation to the operating range due to the
possibility of complex one-to-one modal interactions among those modes [142].
Two crossovers were observed in the arms length range under study as shown in Fig. 6.6.
The first occurs between the second symmetric and asymmetric modes at `a ≈ 200 µm. The
second crossover occurs between the first and second asymmetric modes at `a ≈ 240 µm.




Second, we examine the adequacy of ROMs to represent the tweezers response by comparing
the results of modal analysis carried out using the FEM described above to that obtained
using a ROM based on the first five mode shapes of a straight beam. The tweezers arms
are assumed rigid in the ROM and represented by concentrated masses and mass moments
of inertia as described in chapter 4.
Table 6.2 compares the natural frequencies of the first five modes obtained from the
two models for the mounting platform only ‘curved micro-beam’ and a micro-tweezers
with arms length of `a = 250 µm. The models are in excellent agreement in the first
case but the ROM fails to capture any of the micro-tweezers' natural frequencies beyond
the fundamental frequency (f1). While these results indicate that the five-mode ROM is
adequate for micro-beams, they put its adequacy to represent micro-tweezers' response in
question.
Table 6.2: Comparison of the first five natural frequencies (in kHz) of the micro-tweezers
at two arms lengths obtained from a ROM with rigid arms and an FEM with flexible arms.
Model
`a = 0 µm
f1 f2 f3 f4 f5
ROM 38.48 63.25 128.65 204.96 306.72
FEM 38.48 63.25 128.61 204.95 306.76
`a = 250 µm
ROM 23.21 30.44 96.38 109.49 129.55
FEM 23.68 46.76 48.44 44.47 154.66
To investigate the origins of the ROM shortcomings, we obtained the natural frequencies
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of the tweezers' first five modes as the arms length varied from 0 to 250 µm using the five-
mode ROM and compared them to those obtained from the FEM in subsection 6.1.3. The
ROM results are shown as solid lines while the FEM results are shown as dotted lines in
Fig. 6.7.
Figure 6.7: Variation of the first five natural frequencies, 1st SY mode (black), 1st ASY
mode (magenta), 2nd SY mode (green), 2nd ASY mode (orange) and 3rd SY mode (blue),
of the arch micro-tweezers as the arms length varies from 0 to 250 µm obtained using a
five-mode ROM (solid lines) and a 2D FEM (dotted lines).
Excellent agreement is observed between the two models for shorter arms length `a ≤
27 µm, the gray shaded region in the figure, as well as for the first symmetric mode
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throughout the arms length range under study. As a result, the five-mode ROM is an
adequate representation of micro-tweezers in these cases. While the agreement between
natural frequencies obtained from the two models is excellent for the first and second
asymmetric modes for arms length up to `a ≈ 100 µm, it is limited only to arms length up
to `a = 27 µm for the second and third symmetric modes, Fig. 6.7.
Further increase in arms length results in higher kinetic and potential ‘flexibility’ en-
ergies along them where the ROMs fail to predict the natural frequencies beyond the first
symmetric mode. Therefore, the five-mode ROM is inadequate to represent the response
of tweezers with `a > 27 µm for operating frequencies above the fundamental natural
frequency where it is likely to contain significant contributions from higher modes.
In addition, the results show that the ROM mis-identifies modal interactions that oc-
cur among higher modes as the arms length changes. While the FEM predicts the two
crossovers listed in subsection 6.1.3, the ROM predicts veering between the second symmet-
ric and the second asymmetric modes at `a ≈ 130 µm and between the second asymmetric
and third symmetric modes at `a ≈ 200 µm as shown in Fig. 6.7.
We provide additional insight into the mechanisms underlying the inadequacy of the
five-mode ROM to model micro-tweezers by comparing its constituent straight beam mode
shapes to those of the tweezers' platform obtained from the FEM in the absence (`a = 0 µm)
and presence of three lengths flexible arms: `a = 50, 150 and 250 µm. We also investigate
the effects of the arms lengths on the nodal locations of those modes.
Differences between the first symmetric φ1(x) and first asymmetric φ2(x) modes of the
platform and a straight beam are negligible over the entire arms length range under study.
A comparison of the second symmetric φ3(x) mode of a straight beam (solid lines) and
the tweezers' platform (dashed lines) is shown in Fig. 6.8. The modes are normalized with
respect to the peak value and the beam length `b along the x-axis.
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(a) `a = 0 µm (b) `a = 50 µm
(c) `a = 150 µm (d) `a = 250 µm
Figure 6.8: The second symmetric mode φ3(x) of the tweezers platform (dashed lines) for
flexible arms lengths: (a) `a = 0 µm, (b) `a = 50 µm, (c) `a = 150 µm and (d) `a = 250 µm
compared to that of a straight beam (solid lines).
The differences between the straight beam and the platform modes are negligible for
arms length up to `a = 50 µm, Figs. 6.8(a) and (b), indicating that the arms are not inter-
rupting the platform motions. However, this agreement deteriorates as the arms length,
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their kinetic and potential energies, further increases. The change in the energy balance
along the span leads to significant changes in the nodal locations as they approach each
other, Fig. 6.8(c) at arms length of `a = 150 µm, merge and disappear at arms length of
`a = 250 µm, Fig. 6.8(d).
Figure 6.9: Variation in the locations of the interior nodes marked by ( ) of the second
symmetric mode φ3(x) of the tweezers platform with flexible arms as functions of the
arms length. The platform mid-point is marked as a dashed black line (- -). The arms
attachment points are marked as dashed blue lines (- -).
We track the nodal locations along the platform span using the FEM of the tweezers as
functions of the arms length in the range of 0–250 µm. Figure 6.9 shows that the interior
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nodes marked by ( ) symbols are stationary up to an arms length of 50 µm. However, for
longer arms length the energy balance along the beam span changes resulting in a reduction
in the potential energy (relative deformation or ‘compliance’) of the beam middle sub-span,
between the two arms, as the nodes smoothly approach each other, merge and disappear
at `a ≈ 180 µm. It results in a shape resembling that of a straight beam first symmetric
mode. Throughout this process, the arms act as energy sinks effectively isolating the
middle sub-span from the platform vibrations.
The platform and the straight beam second asymmetric modes φ4(x) are in agreement
in the absence of arms. Once arms are introduced, the platform mode diverges progressively
from the straight beam mode as can be seen in Fig. 6.10(a) for `a = 50 µm with the outer
nodes moving toward the center node. This process continues as the arms length increases
to `a = 150 µm, Fig. 6.10(b), but reverses at some point with outer nodes ending up further
away from the center node, at `a = 250 µm Fig. 6.10(c), than they are for a straight beam.
For this mode, longer arms (`a = 250 µm) result in energy localization in middle sub-span
between the two arms compared to the outer sub-spans, which corresponds to increase in
the relative compliance of the middle sub-span.
The nodal locations of the second asymmetric mode φ4(x) as functions of arms length
are shown in Fig. 6.11. The outer nodes, 1 and 3, are marked with ( ) symbols while the
center node 2 is marked with ( ) symbols. The outer nodes move toward the center node,
merge into it at `a = 240 µm and reemerge to move away from the center node beyond
that length.
On the other hand, the location of the center node is insensitive to variation in arms
length because of the underlying anti-symmetry of the the platform mode. Crossover
occurs between the first and second asymmetric modes at `a ≈ 240 µm, Fig. 6.6, with φ4(x)
resembling φ2(x). As the arms length increase to approach the crossover point, the middle
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sub-span experiences vibration isolation. Beyond the crossover point, energy distribution
along the span is reversed with middle sub-span experiencing energy localization compared
to the outer sub-spans.
(a) `a = 0 µm (b) `a = 50 µm
(c) `a = 150 µm (d) `a = 250 µm
Figure 6.10: The second asymmetric mode φ4(x) of the tweezers platform (dashed lines) for
flexible arms lengths: (a) `a = 0 µm, (b) `a = 50 µm, (c) `a = 150 µm and (d) `a = 250 µm
compared to that of a straight beam (solid lines).
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Figure 6.11: Variation in the locations of the outer nodes marked with ( ) and center node
marked with ( ) of the second asymmetric mode φ4(x) of the tweezers platform with flexible
arms as functions of the arms length. The platform mid-point is marked as a dashed black
line (- -). The arms attachment points are marked as dashed blue lines (- -).
We also found that differences between the third symmetric φ5(x) modes of the platform
and a straight beam were negligible up to `a = 50 µm a shown in Fig. 6.12(a). This indicates
that the arms do not significantly affect the platform motions. The agreement between the
modes deteriorates as the arms length increase to the point where the two interior nodes
disappear for arms length of `a = 150 µm, Fig. 6.12(b), and `a = 250 µm, Fig. 6.12(c),
respectively. The two outer nodes also approach the center with the mode shape resembling
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the second symmetric mode of a straight beam.
(a) `a = 0 µm (b) `a = 50 µm
(c) `a = 150 µm (d) `a = 250 µm
Figure 6.12: The third asymmetric mode φ5(x) of the tweezers platform (dashed lines) for
flexible arms lengths: (a) `a = 0 µm, (b) `a = 50 µm, (c) `a = 150 µm and (d) `a = 250 µm
compared to that of a straight beam (solid lines).
We track the locations of those nodes as functions of arms length as shown in Fig. 6.13.
The interior nodes, 2 and 3, marked by ( ) symbols remain stationary up to an arms length
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of 90 µm where they abruptly merge and disappear. Similarly, the outer nodes, 1 and 4,
marked by ( ) symbols are almost stationary until the same length range where they start
approaching the arms attachment points. Therefore, the energy distribution along the
platform span can be classified into two zones. In zone I, it resembles that of a straight
beam third symmetric mode φ5(x). In zone II, the middle sub-span experiences a reduction
in potential energy and vibration isolation with φ5(x) resembling φ3(x).
Figure 6.13: Variation in the locations of the outer nodes marked with ( ) and interior
nodes marked with ( ) of the third symmetric mode φ5(x) of the tweezers platform with
flexible arms as functions of the arms length. The platform mid-point is marked as a
dashed black line (- -). The arms attachment points are marked as dashed blue lines (- -).
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Similar changes in the platform higher mode shapes were also found as the arms length
increase. The locations of their nodes as functions of arms length are shown in Fig. 6.14 for
the third asymmetric mode φ6(x), Fig. 6.15 for the fourth symmetric mode φ7(x), Fig. 6.16
for the fourth asymmetric mode φ8(x) and Fig. 6.17 for the fifth symmetric mode φ9(x),
respectively.
Figure 6.14: Variation in the locations of the outer nodes marked by ( ), interior nodes
marked by ( ) and the center node marked by ( ) of the third asymmetric mode φ6(x) of
the tweezers platform with flexible arms as functions of the arms length. The platform
mid-point is marked as a dashed black line (- -). The arms attachment points are marked
as dashed blue lines (- -).
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Figure 6.15: Variation in the locations of the outer nodes marked by ( , and ) and
interior nodes marked by ( ) of the fourth symmetric mode φ7(x) of the tweezers platform
with flexible arms as functions of the arms length. The platform mid-point is marked as a
dashed black line (- -). The arms attachment points are marked as dashed blue lines (- -).
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Figure 6.16: Variation in the locations of the outer nodes marked by ( and ), interior
nodes marked by ( ) and the center node marked by ( ) of the fourth asymmetric mode
φ8(x) of the tweezers platform with flexible arms as functions of the arms length. The
platform mid-point is marked as a dashed black line (- -). The arms attachment points are
marked as dashed blue lines (- -).
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Figure 6.17: Variation in the locations of the outer nodes marked by ( and ), interior
nodes marked by ( , and ) of the fifth symmetric mode φ9(x) of the tweezers platform
with flexible arms as functions of the arms length. The platform mid-point is marked as a
dashed black line (- -). The arms attachment points are marked as dashed blue lines (- -).
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6.1.5 Variation of the Natural Frequency under Electrostatic
Forcing
We investigate the impact of the electrostatic field strength represented by the RMS of
the voltage waveform on the fundamental natural frequency of the platform. Figure 6.18
compares the results of the five-mode ROM to those of the FEM in the presence and absence
of arms (`a = 250 µm) as functions of VRMS. In the absence of arms, the fundamental
natural frequency f1 predicted by the ROM solid orange lines (—) is in agreement with
that predicted by the FEM (?) symbols. It drops as VRMS increases and the platform mid-
point deflects below the initial curvature, Fig. 3.2(a), and reaches zero at the snap-through
voltage VS = 112 V.
The fundamental natural frequency of the second equilibrium in the vicinity of the
counter-curvature, Fig. 3.2(b), increases from f1 = 0 at the snap-back voltage VB = 100.2 V
as VRMS increases and the platform mid-point deflects further, until it researches a maxi-
mum of f1 = 37.27 kHz before it suddenly drops and reaches zero at the pull-in voltage VP
= 151 V. In the region between the snap-back and snap-through voltages, the platform is
bistable with a natural frequency corresponding to each equilibrium.
In the presence of arms, the ROM predictions of the fundamental natural frequency f1
solid magenta lines (—) are in agreement with those of the FEM ( ) symbols for equilibria
in the vicinity of the initial curvature. However, it fails to predict the natural frequencies
corresponding to equilibria in the vicinity of the counter-curvature.
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Figure 6.18: Variation of the fundamental natural frequency of the tweezers platform as
functions of RMS voltage in the absence of arms, ROM results as shown as orange lines
(—) and FEM results are shown as (?) symbols, and in the presence of arms (`a = 250 µm),
ROM results are shown as magenta lines (—) and FEM results are shown as ( ) symbols.
6.2 Summary
This chapter investigates the design criteria required for electrostatic arch micro-tweezers
that can grasp and manipulate micro-objects in a static mode and characterize them in a
dynamic mode. In particular, it provides a map for the minimum operational requirements
of the static and dynamic modes of operation.
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The results showed the capability of the micro-tweezers to grasp particle with diameters
in the range of 5–14 µm and an operating voltage range extending from snap-back voltage
(VB = 89.01 V) to pull-in voltage (VP = 136.44 V). Beyond the snap-through point, the
tweezers has the ability to smoothly compress and hold objects.
We found that at a minimum, the dynamic mode mandates that the micro-tweezers is
operated at a resonance to reduce the actuation voltage requirements and maximize the
grip range. The mode shape corresponding to the working resonance must maintain arms
rigidity to minimize control requirements and the complexity of the forces applied by the
arms on the micro-object under test. In addition, the arms motions should be in-phase
to guarantee that they can apply well regulated normal ‘tension and compression’ forces
to the micro-object rather than the complex combination of normal and shear forces that




In this chapter, we summarize and discuss the most important findings in this dissertation.
These findings focus on the fundamental behavior of the initially curved micro-beam which
serves as a platform for the tweezers' arms as well as the use of the snap-through motion
to build simple, compact and efficient electrostatic micro-tweezers. The limitations of this
research and suggestions for the future work are also summarized.
7.1 Summary of Contributions
7.1.1 Arch Micro-tweezers
We investigated the feasibility of using parallel-plate actuators to build MEMS micro-
tweezers to manipulate and characterize micro-particles. Two operational modes were
designed. The first mode uses a bias voltage VDC to approach, hold and release an object
while the second mode uses a biased AC signal V(t) to release, probe and interact with the
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object. The tweezers' operational range and its potential for manipulating micro-particles
have been examined. Two models are used in this study: a 2D finite element model
(FEM) and a Reduced-Order model (ROM). The later model is developed by discretizing
the equation of motion using straight beam mode shapes without accounting for the arms
inertia as basis functions in a Galerkin expansion.
The results show that for an applied voltage V(t) less than the snap-through voltage
VS, the gap between the beam mid-point and the sidewall electrode decreases allowing the
tweezers arms to slowly approach each other and, therefore, hold and manipulate coarse
micro-objects with diameters in a range of 12.5–14 µm. Increasing the voltage beyond VS
leads to a jump down to a second branch of stable equilibria resulting in a further reduction
in the separation gap and allowing the tweezers to smoothly grasp fine micro-objects with
diameters in the range of 5–7.5 µm.
We also found that at a minimum, the dynamic mode mandates that the micro-tweezers
is operated at a resonance to reduce the actuation voltage requirements and maximize the
grip range. This, however, must operated with a mode shape that maintaining the arms
rigidity, a necessary condition for the tweezers functionality, since some modes may involve
arms flexibility. In addition, the actuated modes should command arms motions that are
in-phase allowing the arms to close on and to release the object in tandem. As a result,
the operating space of the tweezers should, therefore, include only those resonances that
do not excite modes involving arms flexibility.
The FEM results show that the arms kinetic and potential energies divide the beam
span into a middle sub-span, bracketed by the arms, and two outer sub-spans, on either side
of them, and result in significant changes in the relative compliance of the three sub-spans.
These changes lead to vibration isolation or energy localization in the middle sub-span
depending on the arms length and the operational mode shape.
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Vibration isolation undermines the mode usability for actuation since it reduces the
grip range. Variation in arms length also lead to crossover phenomena among the tweezers'
modes. For the arms length range under investigation, we found that only mode shapes that
satisfied the design criteria was the first symmetrical mode shape of the platform. Higher
modes were found to involve arms flexibility, vibration isolation of the middle sub-span or
mode crossover.
The adequacy of the ROM in representing the tweezers response was investigated by
comparing its static response and modal analysis to that of the FEM. The ROM was found
adequate to model micro-tweezers operated statically or dynamically by exciting the first
symmetric mode provided that the motions remain small. It was found inadequate for
motions that venture outside the initial curvature potential well or involve higher modes
via direct excitation or modal interaction. These shortcomings can be remedied by adding
higher order modes of a straight beam to the basis functions or using the ‘native’ mode
shapes of the tweezers.
7.1.2 Initially Curved Beam
We also examined the static and dynamic responses of the electrostatically actuated curved
micro-beams that serve as a platforms for the tweezers. Evidence of primary resonance
and superharmonic resonances of orders two and three were observed. Experimental results
showed the co-existence of three stable orbits under excitation waveforms with RMS voltage
less than the snap-back voltage, and thus possessing only one stable equilibrium. Those
orbits belong to three branches of stable solutions around the equilibrium, namely a branch
of small orbits within a narrow potential well and two branches of medium-size and large
orbits within a wider potential well. The transition between these branches resulted in a
characteristic double-peak frequency-response curve.
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We also found evidence of a bubble structure, a cascade of period-doubling bifurcations
and a cascade of reverse period-doubling bifurcations, along the medium-sized branch.
Chaos developed within that structure at larger excitation levels. Even through orbits
along the large oscillations branch appear in phase-space to have characteristics similar to
those of dynamic snap-through, this is not the case here since these orbits encircle a single
stable equilibrium only.
7.2 Research Limitations
While the results in this dissertation are promising, it is important to recognize the limi-
tations summarized below:
• As mentioned in previous chapters, parallel-plate actuated arch micro-tweezers over-
come the drawbacks of existing interdigidated comb-finger tweezers, namely a large
footprint and complex fabrication processes. However, their grip range is limited by
the nonlinear pull-in instability to approximately one-third the capacitive gap com-
pared to interdigitated comb-finger drives that have been more effective increasing
the grip range and reducing the actuation voltage.
• The proposed micro-tweezers do not have a sensing capability. This shortcoming
limits its usability in applications where the grip force can damage sensitive targets,
such as biological cells.
• We also found that only the first symmetric mode shape of the platform can be used
to operate the tweezers in the dynamic mode. This places a limit in the operational
frequency of tweezers up to its fundamental natural frequency. Frequencies beyond
this range, may trigger contributions from higher modes involving arms flexibility,
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vibration isolation of the middle sub-span or mode crossover. All of which will
undermine the tweezers usability.
7.3 Directions for Future Study
Some pathways that can be pursued as a continuation of this dissertation are summarized
as follows:
• Experimental validation for the proposed operating modes of the micro-tweezers are
a mandatory step that will provide insights towards a better understanding of the
tweezers performance.
• Deploy the dynamic operating mode of the micro-tweezers as a test platforms to
measure the stiffness of the micro objects placed between the arms tips.
• The existing analytical model can be further extended to account for the arms flex-
ibility and to study its adequacy in representing the tweezers response. It can also
be used to investigate modal interactions between the platform and the grip arms.
• Design and fabricate the second generation of micro-tweezers to obtain a larger grip
range and the capability to measure the grip force.
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Masks Design with Integrated Dicing
Figure A.1: Mask1 for the metalization layers.
158
Figure A.2: Mask 2 used to define the device area on the top photoresist layer.
159
Figure A.3: Mask 3 used to define the backside etched area on the bottom photoresist
layer.
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Higher Order Rotary Inertia Terms
In this analysis, we are considering the system equation of motion, Eq. (4.55). Then, the
beam deflection w(x, t) is split into two components, a static deflection ws(x) due to a static
load VRMS and a dynamic deflection wd(x, t) as shown in Eq. (4.78). Then, substituting
Eq. (4.78) into Eq. (4.55) and dropping the damping terms results in1
(1 + α1δd)ẅd − (α2 + α4δd)ẅ′′d − α4δ′d ẅ′d + γ10 + wivs + wivd

















(1 + w◦ − ws − wd)2
(B.1)
1For sake of simplicity, we dropped over-hat (ˆ) for now and so on.
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Note that the electrostatic force linearized around ws is shown in Eq. (4.80). Drop the
high order terms and retain only up to the linear term in wd, then substitute the resulting
equation into Eq. (B.1) yields





































(1 + w◦ − ws)3
wd
(B.3)
where γ11 is a combination of rotary terms of order O(ε

































































































































































Similarly to the previous analysis outlined above, substituting Eq. (B.6) into Eq. (B.3) and
replace φivi with ω
2
n φi using Eq. (4.61), the outcome equation is then multiplied by the
mode shape φj on both sides and integrating along the beam length from x = 0 to x = 1
to yield


































































































































This equation represents a system of linearly coupled differential equations in terms of
the modal coordinates qj. Solving the eigenvalue problem associated with this system




Dynamic Analysis Including Higher
Order Rotary Inertia Terms
The dynamic response under static voltage VDC and time-varying voltage VAC of the arch
beam with attachments can be investigated. This is done by assuming that the mid-point
rise deflection w(x, t) is consisting of static component ws(x), and dynamic component
wd(x, t) as shown in Eq. (4.78).
Similarly to the previous analysis, we substitute Eq. (4.78) into Eq. (4.57) and keep
the nonlinearities terms result in an equation representing the dynamic response of the
micro-tweezers as follows
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This appendix contains supplementary results related to the modal analysis and the ROM
validation of the micro-tweezers presented in Chapter 6. We investigate the adequacy of
the five-mode ROM with rigid arms in the study of the proposed dynamic operating mode
and then compared them to those of flexible arms. This will provide more insights about
the importance and effects of the arms flexibility and how they are affecting the tweezers
operation.
D.1 Modal Analysis
We compare the eigenvalues obtained using the ROM to those of the 2D FEM with rigid as
well as flexible arms. In this study, we vary the arms length `a over the range of 0–250 µm.
Then, we obtained the first five symmetric (SY) and asymmetric (ASY) mode shapes φi(x)
and eigenvalues ‘natural frequencies’ fi throughout that range.
Figure D.1 shows that the natural frequencies of the tweezers first symmetric, dotted
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black line (. . . ), and asymmetric, dotted magenta line (. . . ), modes decrease smoothly
as the arms length increases dropping from f1 = 38.48 kHz to 25.36 kHz and from f2 =
63.25 kHz to 38.27 kHz, respectively. On the other hand, the higher modes are experiencing
dramatic decrease in their values as the arms length exceeds `a ≥ 50 µm.
Figure D.1: Variation of the first five natural frequencies, 1st SY mode (black), 1st ASY
mode (magenta), 2nd SY mode (green), 2nd ASY mode (orange) and 3rd SY mode (blue),
of the arch micro-tweezers with rigid arms as the length varies from 0 to 250 µm obtained
using a 2D FEM.
Then, we examine the adequacy of ROMs to represent the tweezers' response by com-
paring the results of the modal analysis carried out using the FEM described in Chapter 6
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to that obtained using a ROM based on the first five mode shapes of a straight beam.
The tweezers arms are assumed rigid and represented by concentrated masses and mass
moments of inertia in the ROM and FEM.
Table D.1 compares the natural frequencies of the first five modes obtained from the
two models for the mounting platform only ‘curved micro-beam’ and micro-tweezers with
rigid arms length with `a = 250 µm. The models are in excellent agreement in the first
case but the ROM fails to capture any of the tweezers' natural frequencies beyond the
fundamental frequency (f1).
Table D.1: Comparison of the first five natural frequencies (in kHz) of the micro-tweezers
with rigid arms at two arms lengths obtained from a ROM and an FEM.
Model
`a = 0 µm
f1 f2 f3 f4 f5
ROM 38.48 63.25 128.65 204.96 306.72
FEM 38.48 63.25 128.61 204.95 306.76
`a = 250 µm
ROM 23.21 30.44 96.38 109.49 129.55
FEM 25.36 38.27 51.42 72.63 204.24
D.2 ROM Validation
To investigate the origins of the ROM shortcomings, we obtained the natural frequencies
of the tweezers' first five modes as the arms length varied from 0 to 250 µm using the
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five-mode ROM and compared them to those obtained from the FEM. The ROM results
are shown as solid lines while the FEM results are shown as dotted lines in Fig. D.1.
Excellent agreement is observed between the two models for shorter arms length `a ≤
50 µm, the gray shaded region in the figure, as well as for the first symmetric mode
throughout the arms length range under study. As a result, the five-mode ROM is an
adequate representation of the micro-tweezers along that mode. While the agreement
between natural frequencies obtained from the two models is excellent for the first and
second asymmetric modes for arms length up to `a ≈ 150 µm and `a ≈ 50 µm, it is
limited only to arms length up to `a ≈ 50 µm for the second and `a ≈ 45 µm for the third
symmetric modes, Fig. D.1.
Further increase in arms length results in higher kinetic energy along them where the
ROMs fail to predict the natural frequencies beyond the first symmetric mode. Therefore,
the five-mode ROM is inadequate to represent the tweezers response up to `a > 50 µm for
operating frequencies above the first and second natural frequencies.
The ROM also predicts two veering between the second symmetric and the second
asymmetric modes at `a ≈ 130 µm and between the second asymmetric and third symmetric
modes at `a ≈ 200 µm as shown in Fig. D.1. This, however, is not the case for the FEM
where there is no veering or even interaction between the modes. We also found that the
ROM mis-identifies modal interactions ‘crossover’ that occurs among higher modes for the
platform with flexible arms as shown in Fig. 6.6.
We provide additional insight into the mechanisms underlying the inadequacy of the
five-mode ROM to model micro-tweezers by comparing its constituent straight beam mode
shapes to those of the tweezers' platform obtained from the FEM in the absence (`a = 0 µm)
and presence of three lengths arms: `a = 50, 150 and 250 µm. We also investigate the effects
of the arms lengths on the nodal locations of those modes. Note that we are comparing
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the straight beam mode shapes to that of the FEM with rigid and flexible arms.
(a) 1st SY
(b) 1st ASY
Figure D.2: The mode shapes obtained using ROM for a straight beam (dotted lines) and
FEM for a curved beam with 250 µm rigid arms (solid lines) and flexible arms (dashed
lines): (a) 1st symmetric (SY) and (b) 1st anti-symmetric (ASY) modes.
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Differences between the first symmetric φ1(x) and first asymmetric φ2(x) modes of the
platform and a straight beam are negligible over the entire arms length range under study
for ROM with rigid arms (dotted lines) and FEM with rigid (solid lines). The results are
then compared to those with flexible arms (dashed lines) as shown in Figs. D.2(a) and
(b), respectively. The modes are normalized with respect to the peak value and the beam
length `b along the x-axis.
A comparison of the second symmetric φ3(x) mode of a straight beam (solid black
lines) and the tweezers' platform with rigid arms (solid green lines) and with flexible arms
(dashed red lines) is shown in Fig. D.3. The differences between the straight beam and the
platform modes are negligible for arms length up to `a = 50 µm along the three models,
Figs. D.3(a) and (b), indicating that the rigid and flexible arms are not interrupting the
platform motions along that operating range. However, this agreement slightly deteriorates
as the arms length, their kinetic energy in the case of the platform rigid arms and their
kinetic and potential energies in the case of the platform flexible arms, further increases.
The change in the energy balance along the span leads to a significant small changes
in the nodal locations as they approach each other as shown in Fig. D.3(c) at arms length
of `a = 150 µm and Fig. D.3(d) at `a = 250 µm, respectively. Comparing this movement
to that of the flexible arms shows that the arms potential energy is significant at the
higher length resulting in nodal locations that approach each other merge and disappear
at `a = 250 µm. Indeed, the five-mode ROM is an adequate representation for the tweezers
response with rigid arms.
We track the nodal locations along the platform span using the FEM of the tweezers
as functions of the arms length in the range of 0–250 µm. Figure D.4(a) shows that the
interior nodes marked by ( ) symbols are stationary up to arms length of ≈ 125 µm. These
nodes do not disappear for longer arms length.
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(a) `a = 0 µm (b) `a = 50 µm
(c) `a = 150 µm (d) `a = 250 µm
Figure D.3: The second symmetric mode φ3(x) of the tweezers platform with rigid arms
(solid green lines) and with flexible arms (dashed red lines) for arms lengths: (a) `a = 0 µm,
(b) `a = 50 µm, (c) `a = 150 µm and (d) `a = 250 µm compared to that of a straight beam
(black dotted lines).
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This, however, is not that case for the platform with flexible arms where a change in the
energy balance along the beam span occurs resulting in a reduction in the potential energy
of the beam middle sub-span, between the two arms, as the nodes smoothly approach
each other, merge and disappear at `a ≈ 180 µm. Comparing the mode shapes of the
platform with rigid and flexible arms shows that in the first case, the shape is representing
the second symmetric mode of a straight beam, however, in the second case the shape is
resembling that of a straight beam first symmetric mode.
(a) Rigid arms (b) Flexible arms
Figure D.4: Variation in the locations of the interior nodes marked by ( ) of the second
symmetric mode φ3(x) of the tweezers platform as functions of the arms length: (a) rigid
and (b) flexible arms. The platform mid-point is marked as a dashed black line (- -). The
arms attachment points are marked as dashed blue lines (- -).
The platform and the straight beam second asymmetric modes φ4(x) are in agreement
in the absence of arms as shown in Fig. D.5(a). However, the platform mode diverges
progressively from the straight beam mode in the presence of the arms, Fig. D.5(b) for
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`a = 50 µm, with the outer nodes moving toward the center node. This process continues
as the arms length increases to `a = 150 µm, Fig. D.5(c), and `a = 250 µm, Fig. D.5(d).
For this mode, longer arms (`a = 250 µm) result in energy localization in middle sub-
span between the two arms compared to the outer sub-spans, which corresponds to increase
in the relative compliance of the middle sub-span. On the other hand, similar mode shape
for the platform with rigid and flexible arms observed at higher arms length. We also note
that the outer nodes of the platform with flexible arms are moving toward the center node
faster than that with rigid arms. This is due to the additional potential energy added to
the platform total energy. We also found that the location of the center node is insensitive
to variation in arms length because of the underlying anti-symmetry of the the platform
mode.
The nodal locations of the second asymmetric mode φ4(x) as functions of arms length
are shown in Fig. D.6 for both cases. The outer nodes 1 and 3 are marked with ( ) symbols
while the center node 2 is marked with ( ) symbols. For the platform with rigid arms, the
outer nodes move toward the center node and then they move away from it at `a ≈ 130 µm
as shown in Fig. D.6(a). However, they move toward the center node, merge into it at
`a = 240 µm and reemerge to move away from the center node beyond that length for the
platform with flexible arms as shown in Fig. D.6(b).
We also found that differences between the third symmetric φ5(x) modes of the platform
with rigid and flexible and a straight beam were negligible up to `a = 50 µm a shown in
Fig. D.7(a) and (b). This indicates that the arms do not significantly affect the platform
motions. The agreement between the modes deteriorates as the arms length increase to the
point where the two interior nodes approach each other for arms length of `a = 150 µm,
Fig. D.7(c), and disappear for `a = 250 µm, Fig. D.7(d), respectively. We found that as
the two outer nodes approach the center resulting in a shape resembles that of the second
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(a) `a = 0 µm (b) `a = 50 µm
(c) `a = 150 µm (d) `a = 250 µm
Figure D.5: The second asymmetric mode φ4(x) of the tweezers platform with rigid arms
(solid orange lines) and with flexible arms (dashed red lines) for arms lengths: (a) `a =
0 µm, (b) `a = 50 µm, (c) `a = 150 µm and (d) `a = 250 µm compared to that of a straight
beam (black dotted lines).
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(a) Rigid arms (b) Flexible arms
Figure D.6: Variation in the locations of the outer nodes marked with ( ) and center node
marked with ( ) of the second asymmetric mode φ4(x) of the tweezers platform as functions
of the arms length: (a) rigid and (b) flexible arms. The platform mid-point is marked as a
dashed black line (- -). The arms attachment points are marked as dashed blue lines (- -).
symmetric mode of a straight beam for the platform with rigid and flexible arms.
We also track the locations of those nodes as functions of arms length as shown in
Fig. D.8. The interior nodes 2 and 3 marked by ( ) symbols remain stationary up to an
arms length of ≈ 145 µm for the platform with rigid arms and ≈ 90 µm for the platform
with flexible arms where they abruptly merge and disappear. Similarly, the outer nodes
1 and 4 marked by ( ) symbols are almost stationary until the same length range where
they start approaching the arms attachment points. This occurs in both cases.
Therefore, the energy distribution along the platform span can be classified into two
zones: it resembles that of a straight beam third symmetric mode φ5(x) marked as zone I
and φ5(x) resembling φ3(x) marked as zone II. This shows that the arms potential energy
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(a) `a = 0 µm (b) `a = 50 µm
(c) `a = 150 µm (d) `a = 250 µm
Figure D.7: The third symmetric mode φ5(x) of the tweezers platform with rigid arms
(solid blue lines) and with flexible arms (dashed red lines) for arms lengths: (a) `a = 0 µm,
(b) `a = 50 µm, (c) `a = 150 µm and (d) `a = 250 µm compared to that of a straight beam
(black dotted lines).
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has a significant effect of the platform motion and, therefore, it requires careful design to
maintain the tweezers functionality.
(a) Rigid arms (b) Flexible arms
Figure D.8: Variation in the locations of the outer nodes marked with ( ) and interior
nodes marked with ( ) of the third symmetric mode φ5(x) of the tweezers platform as
functions of the arms length: (a) rigid and (b) flexible arms. The platform mid-point is
marked as a dashed black line (- -). The arms attachment points are marked as dashed
blue lines (- -).
Similar changes in the platform higher mode shapes were also found as the arms length
increase. The locations of their nodes as functions of arms length are shown in Fig. D.9
considering rigid and flexible arms for the third asymmetric mode φ6(x), Fig. D.10 for
the fourth symmetric mode φ7(x), Fig. D.11 for the fourth asymmetric mode φ8(x) and
Fig. D.12 for the fifth symmetric mode φ9(x), respectively.
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(a) Rigid arms (b) Flexible arms
Figure D.9: Variation in the locations of the outer nodes marked by ( ), interior nodes
marked by ( ) and the center node marked by ( ) of the third asymmetric mode φ6(x) of
the tweezers platform as functions of the arms length: (a) rigid and (b) flexible arms. The
platform mid-point is marked as a dashed black line (- -). The arms attachment points are
marked as dashed blue lines (- -).
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(a) Rigid arms (b) Flexible arms
Figure D.10: Variation in the locations of the outer nodes marked by ( , and ) and
interior nodes marked by ( ) of the fourth symmetric mode φ7(x) of the tweezers platform
as functions of the arms length: (a) rigid and (b) flexible arms. The platform mid-point
is marked as a dashed black line (- -). The arms attachment points are marked as dashed
blue lines (- -).
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(a) Rigid arms (b) Flexible arms
Figure D.11: Variation in the locations of the outer nodes marked by ( and ), interior
nodes marked by ( ) and the center node marked by ( ) of the fourth asymmetric mode
φ8(x) of the tweezers platform as functions of the arms length: (a) rigid and (b) flexible
arms. The platform mid-point is marked as a dashed black line (- -). The arms attachment
points are marked as dashed blue lines (- -).
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(a) Rigid arms (b) Flexible arms
Figure D.12: Variation in the locations of the outer nodes marked by ( and ), interior
nodes marked by ( , and ) of the fifth symmetric mode φ9(x) of the tweezers platform
as functions of the arms length: (a) rigid and (b) flexible arms. The platform mid-point
is marked as a dashed black line (- -). The arms attachment points are marked as dashed
blue lines (- -).
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D.3 Tweezers Mode Shapes with Flexible Arms
Table D.2: The mode shapes of the micro-tweezers without and with 50 µm flexible arms
obtained using 2D FEM.
Arm length `a







Table D.3: The mode shapes of the micro-tweezers with 150 µm and 250 µm flexible arms
obtained using 2D FEM.
Arm length `a
Mode shape # 150 µm 250 µm
Mode 1
Mode 2
Mode 3
Mode 4
Mode 5
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